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Introduction  
 

The Ignatian prayer practice of Examen begins by inviting us to reflect with thanks on the many blessings 
that have been bestowed upon us. It is a remarkably simple spiritual technique, that can be very moving 
and meaningful in practice. We might begin by recognising that in the very first instance we did not 
earn our life, it was given to us by our parents. They too lived because life was gifted to them. There is 
a great chain of life preceding us by countless generations. Nobody can claim that they are the creator 
of their own life and as such owe nothing to anyone else. The true scale of the gifts each one of us has 
been given is staggering. The mix of gases in the air that allow us to breathe is a gift. So too is the 
atmosphere above us that filters out the sun’s harmful rays and protects our biosphere from the blackness 
beyond. The fine tuning of our bodies to take in food and turn it into energy is yet another of the natural 
gifts that we draw on every day.  

Consider also the cultural gifts we have freely received, the language we speak, the mathematical 
principles upon which our economy is based. They are exceptionally valuable, fundamental to our 
participation in society, yet largely taken for granted. And what of technology, the clever inventions 
handed down to us that enable us to make a success of ourselves at work? Telephones and email enable 
us to do business, and roads and railways connect the towns and cities in which our clients are based. 
The widespread idea of the self-made man is therefore actually a fiction, rooted in the property theory of 
John Locke. Contrary to the doctrine held to by his libertarian devotees, that with which I mix my 
labour can never be fully mine.1 Yes, Locke may be right in stating that is wrong for someone to take 
the product of my work from me without payment. Surely however, the failure to acknowledge the 
inherent gift-nature of my own talents and capacities, as well as that of the knowledge and materials I 
make use of, would also be a crime?  

At the root of so many of our problems is this failure to see that the goods we claim as mine are only 
passing through our possession as part of a multi-generational process. We would do well to realise that 
so much of what we consider mine has always been, and will always be, more truly ours. Recovering 
a sense of collective responsibility for the ways that we allow these goods to circulate between us therefore 
feels like a pressing priority.   

 

This then, is a general story about gifts given and received. It is also however a particular story, about 
money, about the ways in which it can be both an agent of good and evil, about its ability to unite but 
also to divide. It is a story at least in part inspired by the claim of Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin 
Welby, that ‘the way the church sets budgets is as important as the way it writes its theology as a budget 
is applied theology expressed in numbers’.2 Yet how many of us consider decisions about income and 
expenditure to be of any spiritual worth? Do we ever stop to consider that money itself may have some 
of the attributes of a charism, a means to bring transformation to the gross injustices we see around us? 
Within this little book I reflect on such questions, in the hope of cultivating of a more open and 
imaginative climate around money in our families, churches and communities. In the latter part of the 
book I explore some practical examples of what this might look like. New innovations in giving, in 
particular the arrival in the UK of an emerging global phenomenon known as Collective Giving, provide 
a focus for this.  
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The re-connecting of our money and our mission is therefore the principal driver here. I believe that 
money, how we feel about it, how we understand it, and what we do or don't do with it, is hugely 
important in the life of individual Christians, and the life of the church. This belief is rooted in a careful 
reading of the biblical story that informs both our inner faith and our outer lifestyle. In the pages that 
follow, drawing on the work of respected theologians far more able than myself, I engage with a number 
of important biblical stories that reveal something of scripture’s economic plotline. The familiarity of 
some of these texts to us may well have muted their impact upon our beliefs and behaviour. Re-
engagement with them therefore requires a willingness to listen again from a posture of openness. If we 
can do this then I believe we will see how money, reimagined, can enable us to participate more deeply 
the redemptive mission of God within the world that He loves so deeply.  

 

 

1 I refer to Locke’s famous argument in his Second Treatise on Government (1689) In summary, Locke asks by what right an 
individual may claim part of the world as personal property if God gave the world to all humanity in common. He answers 
that we own ourselves and therefore our own labour. When we work, our labour enters into whatever it is that we are 
making. Thus, the product becomes our personal property and to take it would be theft. 
2 Justin Welby, Dethroning Mammon (2017)  
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1. On Money 
 

In 1998 I started a new job, working for a youth ministry in Manchester – The Message Trust. We had 
entered into a partnership with a youth ministry based in Watford – Soul Survivor. Together we planned 
to relocate the huge Soul Survivor summer festival, which normally happened in a field in Somerset, to 
Manchester. As part of the core delivery team for the event one important aspect of my role was to 
travel around the Greater Manchester region, and often beyond, sharing the idea with church leaders 
and persuading them that it was a vision that they should get behind. I also had to ask them to donate 
money to the cause and was tasked with securing a minimum donation of £250 per church. The event 
came and went, and was a great success. As for me, I stayed put, and continued working in Church 
Partnerships type roles for the next 20 years. Over the years I’ve had personal contact with hundreds of 
churches all over the UK. One way or another, in almost every case, finances have been a part of the 
conversation. Money, in the context of the church and its mission, is therefore a subject that I feel I can 
speak on with some degree of confidence. In this chapter I reflect on the awkwardness that surrounds 
the topic of money, as well as its deeper spiritual roots. I ask how we might re-ignite our imagination 
with respect to the positive possibilities that money can provide. 

 

1.1 The Money Taboo  

Imagine that tomorrow you are given a million pounds, “no strings attached”. How would you feel 
about that? Most people would be very happy about it and would immediately begin daydreaming, 
perhaps about the holiday of a lifetime, a lovely new home or a shiny new car. Some might anticipate 
a range of practical, relational or ethical challenges about what to do with it. Others might even be 
nervous about accepting the gift – where did this money come from, what’s the catch? And what about the effect 
of all that money upon one’s personality and lifestyle? Would you be like those big Lottery winners who 
claim “I won’t let the money change me”. Finally, how would such a windfall affect your faith, and 
crucially, how you practice it day-to-day?  

The questions above open the door to the larger, more fundamental question that this book sets out to 
engage with: can Christian communities reimagine their relationship with money, so that it works for, 
not against, their mission in the world. This question assumes that our relationship with money may not 
be entirely healthy, that some kind of remedy is needed. Is this a reasonable assumption to make? 
Archbishop Justin Welby, in his recent Lent book Dethroning Mammon shares that in his experience,  

It is typical for Christians to take a generally negative attitude towards money. We say, believing that 
we’re quoting scripture, that it is the root of all evil.3   

He quickly adds that this is a misquoting of 1 Timothy 6:10, which highlights the ‘love of money’, rather 
than money itself, as being the temptation that people fall prey to, believers and non-believers alike. He 
also admits that,  

of course, we like to have a certain amount of money ourselves, but we don’t like to think that it has any 
significant influence on laws or our attitudes. Money, we believe, is simply an unfortunate necessity of 
life in the world.4  
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There are of course alternative streams within the church that view money altogether differently. The 
Health and Wealth gospel is prominent within certain sub-cultures and embedded in church life in 
different parts of the world. Within the British church however this Prosperity Gospel has largely been 
viewed with suspicion, and in some cases with outright hostility. 

Kathryn Tanner begins her theological work on the Economy of Grace with the recognition that ‘all goods 
in our world tend to turn on the hinge of money – as either what brings money or what money buys’.5  
She turns our attention to the ‘long-standing tradition of Christian concern about the corrupting 
influence of wealth’ alongside a ‘concern for the poor and the economically depressed’.6 These two 
different concerns may be amplified or muted within different Christian traditions. Whilst some 
Christians have held very pious attitudes towards money there are also famous examples of pragmatism, 
such as Salvation Army founder General Booth who when accused of taking “tainted money” reputedly 
replied: “ ‘Tain’t enough”. Booth saw that money was vital in facilitating the outward mission of the 
church, enabling its transformation of society. Therefore, money needed to be openly talked about, 
strategically organised and effectively deployed.  

Money isn’t just off the table as a topic of polite conversation within the church. It seems that we (British) 
treat the topic of money and our financial affairs as something of a dirty secret. YouGov research 
commissioned by Lloyds Bank found that 50% of UK adults believe that talking about personal money 
matters is taboo in everyday conversation; higher than sex (42%), religion (26%) or politics (14%). 25% 
admitted that they have lied to family and friends about their personal finances.7 The bank teamed up 
with the charity Relate to devise a campaign aimed to get people talking about “The M-Word”. The 
campaign aimed to change the conversation around money as ‘not talking about money is a source of 
stress, anxiety, and unnecessary problems for many families’.   

If money is problematic at this micro level, then it is even more of a concern on the macro. Since the 
2008 global financial crash we have seen the growth of political movements condemning our present 
economic arrangements and pressing for change. A broad spectrum of proposals are currently being 
advanced by different groups, stretching from relatively minor reforms within the system, such as the 
Real Living Wage campaign, through to more radical ideas such as Universal Basic Income. At the more 
radical end of this spectrum sits Charles Eisenstein who advocates for a Gift Economy. He captures well 
the way many feel about money:  

From at least the time that Jesus threw the money changers from the temple, we have sensed that there 
is something unholy about money. When politicians seek money instead of the public good, we call 
them corrupt. Adjectives like “dirty” and “filthy” naturally describe money. Monks are supposed to 
have little to do with it: “You cannot serve God and Mammon”. At the same time, no one can deny 
that money has a mysterious, magical quality as well, the power to alter human behaviour and 
coordinate human activity. From ancient times thinkers have marvelled at the ability of a mere mark to 
confer this power upon a disk of metal or slip of paper. Unfortunately, looking at the world around us, 
it is hard to avoid concluding that the magic of money is an evil magic.8 

Eisenstein goes on to argue that money is not inherently bad, rather its character has been corrupted 
by the bad company it has kept. He believes that money possesses qualities that, under the right 
circumstances, can enable it to be transformed into a means of achieving abundance rather than 
scarcity, and fairness rather than injustice. It is almost as if he imagines cash acting like a charism, an 
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un-spiritual gift. We have just witnesses a century in which Pentecostal/Charismatic Christianity exploded 
from zero to 27% of the global church.9 With spiritual gifts enjoying widespread acceptance and 
enormous profile perhaps now is the perfect time for us to rediscover the relationship between the 
economic and the spiritual? We will leave that tantalising question hanging for a while as we ought to 
first try to clarify what on earth we are actually talking about when we talk about money. That task may 
not be as straightforward as it first sounds.  

 

1.2 Money’s Historical Faces 

The physical form of money that we hold in our hands, the cold weight and reassuring thickness of a 
pound coin, is actually an unhelpful starting point for understanding what money is. Like a 50 pence 
piece, the are many sides to sides to the story of money. In his 2014 bestseller Money: The Unauthorised 
Biography Felix Martin sets out that:  

the problem is that money is not really a thing at all but a social technology: a set of ideas and practices 
which organise what we produce and consume, and the way we live together.10  

Martin made waves by challenging the long-held orthodoxy about the history of money, punching holes 
in the story of its emergence from a pre-historic era of barter. The truth is, none of us were around to 
witness the origin of money, so we have to formulate the story the best we can using the available 
evidence.11 Most straightforwardly, what we now call money is broadly understood to have enjoyed a 
long history in a form known as commodity money before eventually being succeeded by fiat money. I’ll 
unpack that second term shortly, but first let’s deal with money as commodity.   

Commodity theory explains money in terms of a set of core products possessing a broadly agreed value 
in order to enable exchange within a trading system. Commodity money would have certainly have 
been in use in the Sumerian city-state of Ur, from which Abraham was called. We hear Jacob using 
commodity language when blessing Isaac, (believing him to be Esau) using the line, “may God give 
you… plenty of grain and wine”. (Gen 27:28) The attraction of these commodities was their relatively 
stable value (notwithstanding times of famine) and their divisibility by quantity. For example, traders 
could barter together based on a standard 10 bushels of grain being broadly equivalent to X fresh fish, 
Y clay pots or Z hands of linen. Even today there are economies in which commodities still function as 
money – think for example of the way that cigarettes function as currency in most prisons. Commodity 
money tends to thrive wherever the physical goods being exchanged bear immediate value to the parties 
involved in the trade, or can easily be re-traded with another party.   

The early books of the bible provide a fascinating window right into the heart of an ancient commodity 
economy. The books of the Torah, especially following the exodus from Egypt, reveal a number of clues 
about Israel’s emergent Covenant Economy, to borrow Walter Brueggemann’s phrase. The sacrificial 
system, first centred around the tabernacle, and later the temple, was absolutely central to the 
functioning of this economy. Via the priestly system the exchange value of commodities such as oil and 
grain were regulated, providing a basis for Israel’s economic life. Whilst the priests did not mint coins, 
for they were an innovation the world had not yet seen, they did oversee the standardisation and 
regulation of weights and measures. Without this a just and sustainable economy would not be 
possible.12 Alongside these commodities a form of money did exist, most commonly as silver. The fact 
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that the silver could be understood as money was helped by widespread use of the weight known as 
shekel across the ancient near east. “Weigh stones” from the period have been excavated by 
archaeologists and found to be surprisingly consistent in weight – an ancient shekel being equivalent to 
11.4 grams. Eventually, several hundred years later, the Shekel would become a minted coin, as it remains 
in Israel today.  

Even prior to the exodus we see purchases being made with silver money.13 As one might expect it 
tended to be reserved for high value transactions, such as land purchases,14 or more alarmingly, for 
purchasing people.15 A poignant example is that of Joseph being sold by his brothers to travelling slave-
traders for “twenty shekels of silver”.16 There is one passage in particular that really helps us to grasp 
the way that commodity money functions. In the second half of Deuteronomy 14, which deals with 
tithing principles, we see very clearly how money (i.e. weights of silver) interacted with other commodities:  

You shall truly tithe all the increase of your grain that the field produces year by year. And you shall eat 
before the Lord your God, in the place where He chooses to make His name abide, the tithe of your 
grain and your new wine and your oil, of the firstborn of your herds and your flocks, that you may 
learn to fear the Lord your God always. But if the journey is too long for you, so that you are not able 
to carry the tithe, or if the place where the Lord your God chooses to put His name is too far from you, 
when the Lord your God has blessed you, then you shall exchange it for money, take the money 
in your hand, and go to the place which the Lord your God chooses.17    

Deuteronomy 14:22-25 (NKJV)  

As we can see then, within the evolution of money, precious metals played a very important part; silver, 
as we have seen, but also of course gold. Formal systems of coinage based on silver and gold eventually 
emerged around the 6th century BC, quickly gathering pace thereafter. The advantage of the coin 
systems was the ability to easily carry a standardised form of value that could be quickly converted 
within trading relationships. Merchants in the great trading centres of the ancient world had long known 
what they could expect to buy with a certain quantity of silver or gold. The innovation of coinage meant 
that deals could be done without scales being required – scales that could be rigged anyway. Coinage 
wasn’t without its problems, such as the varying purity of the metals, and the practice of coin clipping 
through which coins would lose weight, and hence value, over time. However, none of this held back 
the new money, coinage was an unstoppable revolution.   

 

The second way that money is understood, the form by which it we now commonly know it, is Fiat 
money. A fiat is a decree issued by one in authority, an absolute command. By way of illustration, when, 
in the creation narrative, God proclaims, “Let there be light”, that is a fiat.18 It is a will that must be 
enacted, no question. “And there was light” must follow. Fiat money, often little more than a piece of 
paper, becomes money when a figure of sovereign authority gives it legitimacy, literally their stamp of 
approval. The value of the money is therefore no longer assessed in terms of the physical commodity, 
as in the days of coins made of silver and gold. Rather the value flows from the authority invested in 
what would otherwise be a worthless token. 

Experiments with forms of paper money have been ongoing for the best part of 1000 years. Though not 
quite fiat money according to precise definition, notes containing promises to pay the bearer are known 
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to have been circulating in China during the Song dynasty, around the 10th century.19 Explorer Marco 
Polo was astonished when he encountered it on his travels:   

All these pieces of paper are issued with as much solemnity and authority as if they were of pure gold or 
silver... and indeed everybody takes them readily, for wheresoever a person may go throughout the 
Great Kaan's dominions he shall find these pieces of paper current, and shall be able to transact all 
sales and purchases of goods by means of them just as well as if they were coins of pure gold.20 

 

The advantage of early paper money was its portability, lubricating the wheels of trade, particularly 
between major economic players. Its disadvantage was that as an essentially private money system, its 
acceptance depended on trust. At their own discretion a seller could choose not to accept a note, if they 
doubted the reliability of value it promised. For the paper system to really take off a higher form of trust 
would be required, a figure so powerful that their decree alone would ensure total compliance.         

The principle of authority at the heart of fiat money can actually be seen emerging in the gospels. Jesus, 
who is suspected of fomenting a grassroots tax revolt against the Empire, is questioned. He asks for a 
denarius coin to be brought to him. “Whose image and inscription is this?” he asks. “Caesar’s” is the 
answer.21 To be clear, as a silver coin this was commodity money, but Jesus, highly alert to issues of 
power, sees that there is an authority invested within it. In this case the authority is more than merely 
political, as the full inscription borne on a denarius of that period was “Caesar Augustus Tiberius, son 
of the Divine Augustus” or, put simply “In God We Trust”. It is essentially this basic authority principle 
that would later invest non-commodity coins, and eventually paper money, with the power to 
purchase.22 

It was with the death of King Louis XIV of France in 1715, and the accession of the Regent Phillippe 
II, ruling in the stead of the infant Louis XV, that fiat money made its first real breakthrough on the 
world stage. Phillippe II faced a dire economic crisis on account of the national debt incurred by Louis 
XIV’s appetite for expensive wars. He was persuaded by the visionary economic ideas of Scotsman John 
Law, and made him Controller General of Finances. In a daring experiment Law proved that an 
internationally connected money system could still function when backed by pure authority rather than 
a vault full of gold. Sadly, he sought to achieve too much, too quickly, with too few allies and too many 
enemies. His fiat experiment was ultimately doomed and lasted just a few years. It was however 
prophetic of the future direction money was taking. Under the direction of Law, Phillippe II had 
anticipated the step that President Nixon would eventually take in the summer of 1971. In proclaiming 
the end of international convertibility of the US dollar to gold, the so-called Nixon Shock, fiat money 
finally became the de facto ruler of the world economy.     

 

All this to say then, that what we think of today as money, the paper and coins we use every day, are 
merely symbolic representations of value. But the story doesn't end there. Most economists would now 
agree that money has entered another new era. The majority of money within today’s economy was not 
issued by our government as coins and notes but created by commercial banks in the form of debt (more 
on this in the next section). Felix Martin would argue that this is not a new phase at all, rather it is a 
return to what money was in the beginning and has been all along.  
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Martin’s argument, which is not universally accepted, is that underlying both commodity and fiat money 
is a more fundamental principle of credit and clearing. His work reveals the many ways that, in order 
to function, human societies have always involved trades between individuals that are not settled 
immediately, but rather agreed to be settled later. This requires the parties to the deal to have an agreed 
and consistent means of remembering the value owed by one to the other. In other words, systems of 
recording and redeeming debt. In this account of money the ingenious means through which the record 
promising repayment becomes transferred from one economic player to another represents its origin. 
In the past those means may have been clay tablets, stone discs, cowrie shells or even dried-out cod. In 
our time it is bytes of data stored in the cloud.  

  

1.3 Money’s Contemporary Characteristics 

Whilst commodity money and fiat money are essential in understanding the historic development of 
money the half last century has seen money evolve in even more peculiar ways. Philip Goodchild, in his 
book Theology of Money, goes to considerable lengths to explain the way in which money now operates as 
a form of representation, explaining the ‘process of abstraction’ through which money’s material 
substance, either as coin or paper, becomes unnecessary. In a sophisticated Western economy like ours 
money is becoming invisible and is becoming virtual. These are both characteristics that have been 
made possible by rapid innovations in banking. It is something of a twist in the story that as money 
becomes more invisible, it seems to exert ever more influence over our lives. 

Goodchild shows how, once money has been granted its authority, as discussed in the previous section, 
it has a form of freedom through which it can begin to function in a wide range of economic contexts.23 
A £10 note can buy me lunch from a pub or buy me drugs from a dealer. Money isn’t choosy about 
the company it keeps, indeed Rev. Rosa Lee Harden, an Episcopalian priest based in San Francisco, 
says that by nature money is promiscuous. Harden is co-founder of the influential SOCAP conference that 
sits “at the intersection of money and meaning”. Her city region ranks third on the global index for the 
most billionaires, and yet has chronic problems of poverty. She has therefore felt it important for her to 
understand the economic implications of the gospel. One of the questions she likes to ask those she 
encounters is “Where does your money spend the night?” She loves to provoke people to pause and 
ponder the invisible character of money. If our money isn’t tucked up safely in the vault of the bank… 
where on earth is it, and what mischief might it be getting up to?  

The twentieth century, particularly its latter half, saw money enjoying previously unknown 
liberalisation. We are living in an era of the accelerated abstraction of money, with less physical cash 
circulating. My £10 note won’t buy me a thing in America and a $10 note is no good to me in Britain. 
There is an inherent limitation to physical money in a politically divided and yet hyper-connected world. 
My credit card however is another story. With a simple tap of a plastic I can buy myself lunch in 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne or Newcastle, New South Wales or Newcastle, Ontario. In this case my money 
is little more than bytes of data zooming between computers. The World Economic Forum reports that 
Sweden is likely to be the first nation to become a cashless society with the value of cash in circulation 
representing only 1% of its GDP, compared to an average of 10% across Europe.24 It is quite accurate 
then to say that most of the time money influences our lives under a cloak of invisibility. We may not 
yet fully understand the impacts of this shift upon our collective psyche. In fact, the offertory taken up 
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during church services is one of the few places in which cash is still king, with very few churches 
facilitating credit/debit card transactions, although many of course do receive tithe income invisibly via 
standing orders.  

It is important to understand that these changes haven't simply happened by accident. Within our own 
lifetimes many of the prior limitations upon money’s ability to travel have been removed by a succession 
of international treaties combined with trade agreements and their associated legal instruments. In 
parallel, we have witnessed incredible technological advancement allowing finance to flow across 
borders with just the click of a mouse, or indeed, in the case of the global markets trading in stocks, 
bonds and currencies, by the automated decision of an AI algorithm. In many ways the pace of change 
has outstripped our ability to keep track of it. This is perhaps best evidenced by the emergence of new 
cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, that occupy the wild financial frontiers of cyberspace, outside the reach of 
regulation.  

Over and above the new ways that money flows around our contemporary world, we also need to 
appreciate the recent acceleration in a particular form of money creation. Most of us, without needing to 
know the backstory to fiat money, will know that central banks, such as the Bank of England, have the 
authority to issue physical bank notes within their territory of sovereign jurisdiction. In our imaginations 
this authority symbolises something rather more substantial – that the central bank, acting on behalf of 
the government of the day, is in control of the nation’s money supply. Related to this we may also know, 
in a fuzzy kind of way, that if the economy is in trouble the government can’t simply instruct the central 
bank to print more money as that risks bringing on an inflation crisis within which the currency becomes 
worthless.  

What many of us don’t tend to realise is that most of the money within our economy is not actually 
issued by our central bank. In its first Quarterly Bulletin of 2014 the Bank of England sought to shed 
light on the role that it plays, or rather doesn’t play, in creating the money in circulation.25 In surprisingly 
plain terms the authors of the report clarified the way in which commercial banks create money 
whenever they issue a loan, such as a mortgage.  

Whenever a bank makes a loan, it simultaneously creates a matching deposit in the borrower’s bank 
account, thereby creating new money.26 

To be clear, the bank is not lending out money that was holding in a vault somewhere, it is electronically 
introducing new money that did not previously exist into the account of the borrower.27 The Bank of 
England report quoted above proved to be both highly popular and also highly controversial, not least 
because of one of its key statistics, that 97% of the money that exists in our economy came into existence 
through this process of creation-via-loan, rather than direct issue by central bank.28 In this sense our 
economy is fundamentally rooted in debt. Some have interpreted this as meaning that through their 
lending practices banks are creating money out of ‘thin air’.29 The Bank’s economists would argue that 
this is not quite correct as this fails to recognise the difference between secured and unsecured lending. 
In the case of secured lending at least, such as a mortgage, there is a collateral asset backing the loan, 
something ‘real’ within which the value resides, or from which the value has been extracted, whichever 
way you prefer to look at it.  

There is one more example of the invisible and virtual nature of today’s money that is worth touching 
on before we move on. Given that the vast majority of money is circulation is digitised debt, that is, 
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money that never sees the light of day in the way that a £10 note might, we ought to at least touch on 
shadow money, which is found in the shadow banking sector. This is not to be confused with the Black Market 
or Dark Web. Shadow banking is the term given to the myriad of commercial operators within the debt 
market who are not banks. Acting as credit intermediaries the mountains of debts that they repackage and 
trade with one another in complex chains form the virtual security against which new debt - shadow 
money – can be issued.30 Whilst these operations may be legal there are serious questions about whether 
they are moral. Their high profitability, combined with their inherent imperviousness to regulation led 
to mushrooming of the sector in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. They are important 
in our story because of the central role that they played in the 2008 financial crash.  

We are now beginning to see from where our negativity about money might originate. Let’s explore this 
further.   

 

1.4 Money And Mammon 

Goodchild finds that there is something peculiar, even paradoxical, in the way that ‘money, a mere sign 
or token, can become the supreme principle of power’.31 He arrives at this point by way of reflecting 
theologically on the way in which money makes promises, defining a promise as ‘the suspension, yet 
determination, of a value in time’.32 He explains that when money makes these promises of value the 
forms of value on offer may be diverse, appealing to different wants and needs:  

Used for consumption, money promises pleasure. Used for exchange, money promises property.    
Used for investment, money promises more money.33  

In this sense the emotive and deeply personal social practice of promise-making is infused into the 
technical process of lending and borrowing.  

We don’t need a degree in economics to see that money possesses the ability to capture our attention 
and to stir our desires. According to Goodchild ‘it does not draw attention to itself so much as to the 
freedom of power acquired by its means’.34 The way that this manifests in our own economy, is the 
through the availability of credit, easy money that offers a short-cut to the gratification of our wishes. 
Little wonder that within our lifetimes we have seen a tsunami of personal debt. Corresponding with it 
we have seen a riptide of misery affecting millions who have been pulled in too deep. By its seductive 
promise of providing access to the realisation of desires money ultimately ‘posits itself as God’.35  

Money’s ability to make promises, combined with other characteristics such as invisibility, leads us to 
the point where we might consider money’s qualities as mimicking the supernatural. Eisenstein captures 
this well:  

Our culture’s notion of spirit is that of something separate and nonworldly, that yet can miraculously 
intervene in material affairs, and that even animates and directs them in some mysterious way. It is 
hugely ironic and hugely significant that the one thing on the planet most closely resembling the 
forgoing conception of the divine is money.36   

The ‘divine’ power of money can be seen in its ability to animate and motivate human behaviour. There 
are many things that a person might be reluctant to do, that the promise of a certain amount of money 
will persuade them to do. The moral dilemma surrounding the question “What’s your price” has been 
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the plotline of many books and films, along with a whole history of real-life scandals. Related to this is 
the whole problem of greed, a human trait that all the great world religions generally treat as 
dishonourable or even shameful. This is in contrast to a trend noticeable since the latter half of the 
twentieth century, namely that our culture has become more ambivalent towards, or even accepting of 
greed. There are clearly some who even view greed as a legitimate driver of individual behaviour and 
even social progress.    

 

At this point it is helpful to return to the work of Archbishop Welby on the subject of money. The 
premise of his aforementioned book is that a ‘force’ called mammon has gained power ‘over individuals 
and nations by economics, by money and flows of finance’.37 This force is not new to our world, as it is 
named 2000 years ago by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount,  

“No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will be 
loyal to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon.”38  

Welby’s portrayal of mammon draws on 2000 years of church history, during which the personality of 
mammon has been invested with considerably more meaning, than it would have held at the time of 
Jesus. Welby speaks of mammon in personified terms, saying that it gains strength through our 
obedience to it. This perspective is entirely in line with that offered by Richard Foster in his classic work 
Money, Sex & Power. Foster also believes that mammon ‘is a power that seeks to dominate us’ and goes 
as far as referring to it as a ‘rival god’.39  

Mammon is fundamentally deceitful, using economics and finance as its ‘modern aliases’40 and enjoying 
nothing more than ‘playing on insecurities, on good intentions and on reasonable ambitions’.41 Welby 
believes that its deceit affects our perception of value ‘in terms of right thinking about the nature of the 
world in which we live’.42 For example, we may, subconsciously, begin to value things over relationships. 
Furthermore, with reference to our earlier discussion of the invisibility of money, there is a danger that 
the more ethereal money becomes, the more indistinguishable from mammon it becomes. If we allow 
ourselves and our societies to be ruled by it, Welby believes, then ultimately it will be the vulnerable 
who will suffer. Foster puts it bluntly: ‘mammon asks for our allegiance in a way that sucks the milk of 
human kindness out of our very being’.43 

In summary then, we must understand that mammon is not merely an archaic synonym for money. 
Rather, mammon is a parasitic spiritual entity that needs money in the way that malaria needs a human 
body. Both Welby and Foster agree that one of the most common symptoms of infection by Mammon 
is fear. Welby describes the way that we all feel our ‘hearts quail, as mammon reminds us that we must 
hold what we have, and our hands clench instinctively around what we possess’.44 At the same time 
Foster highlights the way that the words of Jesus present a direct threat to ‘our privileged status in the 
world’.45 Welby believes all of us must face this fear head on and overcome it as ‘Jesus does not ask for 
an improvement in attitude, but for an entirely new worldview, based around his grace and sufficient 
love’.46 

One of the most worrying aspects of mammon is that its influence extends into the church. We are 
provided with clear testimony of the way that mammon exploits the intersection of money and religion 
in the gospel account of Jesus driving out the money-changers from the temple.47 Commenting on what 
took place Welby notes that:  
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Increasingly, the commercial activities of the temple had driven out those who were simply there to 
serve the needs of worshippers, and had marginalized those seeking to worship but lacking the financial 
means to do so.48 

He argues that, ‘the temple had been mammonized’.49 This is significant because as we saw in 1.2, since 
the time of the Tabernacle in the wilderness, there had been an economic dimension to Israel’s 
worshipping life. We also know that great chunks of the Torah are given over to outlining the economic 
patterns to be observed including tithes, offerings and debt reliefs, often associated with seasonal 
festivals.50 Many of these were centralised events in the life of the nation, involving travel to Jerusalem 
and visiting the temple. Scripture gives the strong impression that by the time Jesus entered its courts 
the temple was fully ‘under the occupation of a hostile power, not the Romans or even the rulers, but 
the Spirit of mammon’.51 How long had this been the case? Certainly as far back as the corrupt actions 
of Eli’s sons.52 Mammon had long been exerting its malign influence. 

So, we arrive at a place where we need to think not in terms of an individual bank note being somehow 
possessed by mammon but rather about the distortion of the markets within which that money is 
transacted. It is these systems of exchange that take on the corrupt and deceptive features of mammon. 
In our own times this finds its expression in the upwardly spiralling systems of financial accumulation 
that facilitate and perpetuate wealth’s unjust distribution. In a rather depressing twist of irony the 
economic term for this phenomenon is the Matthew Effect,53 drawn from the words of Christ:  

“For whoever has, to him more will be given”.  
  Matthew 13:12 (NJKV)  

    

1.5 Redeeming Money   

If money has such a propensity toward corruption, ought we to avoid it at all costs? Or to put the point 
more dramatically, if our economy has been twisted under mammon’s influence, can it be exorcised, and 
made to serve the common good? Welby believes so, through a process that he calls ‘dethroning’. The 
key to this is generous giving, for the one thing mammon cannot bear is money being selflessly and 
unconditionally released to others. A wonderful example of dethroning mammon is given by Shane 
Claiborne, founder of a Christian community in inner city Philadelphia called The Simple Way. As 
someone with a strong belief in the importance of showing solidarity with society’s most downtrodden 
Shane had been involved in a protest against laws in New York City that were impacting very negatively 
on its homeless community. The NYPD intervened in that protest in a way that the courts later deemed 
unlawful and Shane found himself the recipient of a substantial financial settlement. However, he 
comments that ‘the money didn't belong to me’ and so he set about conspiring with friends how to use 
the money to provoke a ‘vision of Jubilee’.54  

After months of laughter and dreaming, it really happened. It was a big day. And we were ready 
(though we still had butterflies in our bellies). About forty people brought all the change they could 
carry, over thirty thousand coins in bags, coffee mugs, briefcases, and backpacks. Another fifty people 
would be meeting us on Wall Street. A dozen “secret stashers” ran ahead hiding hundreds of two-dollar 
bills all over lower Manhattan – in parks, napkin holders, phone booths. At 8:15 we started trickling 
into the public square in front of the main entrance to the New York Stock Exchange. We deliberately 
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dressed to blend in; some of us looked homeless (some were), others look like tourists, and others 
business folks. Word of the distribution had spread throughout New York, and nearly a hundred folks 
from the alleys and projects had gathered. We had choreographed the celebration like a play 
production, making Wall Street the stage of our theatrics of counterterror. At 8:20, Sister Margaret, 
our seventy-year-old nun, and I stepped forward to proclaim the Jubilee… 

Then Sister Margaret blew the ram’s horn (like our Jewish ancestors used to) and we announced, “Let 
the celebration begin!” Ten people stationed on balconies above the crowd threw hundreds of dollars 
in paper money, filling the air. Then they dropped banners which read, “Stop terrorism”, “Share”, 
“Love” and “There is enough for everyone’s needs but not for everyone’s greed - Ghandi”. The streets 
turned silver. Our “pedestrians”, “tourists”, “homeless”, and “business people” began pouring out their 
change. We decorated the place with sidewalk chalk and filled the air with bubbles. Joy was contagious. 
Someone bought bagels and started giving them out. People started sharing their winter clothes. One of 
the street sweepers winked at us as he flashed a dust pan full of money. Another guy hugged someone 
and said “Now I can get my prescription filled”.  

It worked. We had no idea what would happen. We knew it was dangerous, intentionally bringing God 
and mammon and face to face. But this is precisely what we have committed our lives to. It is risky, and 
yet we are people of faith, believing that giving is more contagious than hoarding, that love can convert 
hatred, light can overcome darkness… even on Wall Street.55 

 

I wonder if the extent to which we find Shane’s festival of Jubilee inspiring, or moving, or confusing, or 
offensive, might say a great deal about the nature of our personal relationship to money? The message 
Shane and his friends were seeking to send is that we can only break the power of mammon over our 
lives by giving money away, indeed by wasting it. Welby agrees, arguing for  

extravagant generosity in the way in which we live our lives. We dethrone mammon with lifestyle. 
Dethroning is a practice of life, not an instant decision. We need to set in place dethroning habits so 
that instinctively we act as those who have dethroned.56  

Rather than reaching back to the Old Testament tradition of the Jubilee, Welby uses a New Testament 
example, that of Mary, in John 12, anointing the feet of Jesus with expensive perfume. He uses this 
example to teach us that worship is the ultimate act of wastage and believes it to be ‘significant that the 
criticism of waste comes through Judas’.57 Turning to a more contemporary example he refers to the 
Community of St Anselm, a quasi-monastic programme based at Lambeth Palace. To his surprise, 
people were critical of the formation of the community, principally on financial grounds as ‘the 
participants have had the capacity for economic activity diminished’.58 Rising to the defence of this 
prayerful community for which he clearly has great affection Welby writes,  

The Community of St Anselm is finding in practice that’s God’s economics do not work in that way… 
like Mary they have poured out a year’s pay, and much more in terms of discomfort and the demand 
on their lives, for the sake of Christ. The result is that even now the benefits are felt… in God’s 
economy, a new spirit of worship and witness abounds, lavishly, even extravagantly.59 

This community is one of many examples of followers of Jesus who have surrendered their personal 
economic interests for a higher calling. We might call this Financial Discipleship, a willingness to embark 
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on a Christ-led journey through which we begin to see our worldly goods in the shadow of the cross and 
in the light of eternity. Certainly, for the members of The Community of St Anselm, their year at 
Lambeth is just one year within a larger lifestyle of progressive surrender. Later in this paper (section 
4.1) we will consider some important discipleship principles that we can put into practice to help us on 
this journey. Central to that will be understanding more deeply the practices of giving and sharing that 
have been at the heart of the witness of the church for 2000 years.  

Before we get there, we must first turn to the relationship between money and the economy within 
which it circulates.  
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2. On Economy 
 

So far, we have spent our time discussing money, what it is and why our relationship to it is often 
problematic. It is time to turn to the related topic of the economy, aiming, in very broad terms, to 
understand the nature of the economic system that money inhabits. The relationship between money 
and the economy is direct and fundamental. To explain by way of metaphor one might think of the 
relationship between water and the hydrological cycle. Water is the basic reality of this system, the 
essential ingredient in a myriad of life-sustaining processes, constantly on the move, transforming from 
one form to another through evaporation and cooling. Our lives would be impossible without that 
system functioning properly. Now think of money, flowing from one account into the other, travelling 
around the world; converting from cash to credit and back again, enabling deals to be done and bills to 
be paid. As with water, the impossibility of a viable life outside of the system is hard to imagine.   

 

2.1 Separate Spheres 

If money is so irresistible to mammon (or vice versa), perhaps we ought to follow the example of St. 
Francis of Assisi and renounce it altogether. We could return to a state of nature, living entirely apart 
from the economy around us, or at least we could try. However, one of the remarkable things about 
being human is that we have the ability to create conditions in our minds that rationalise our most 
peculiar behaviours in order that we can live within our contradictions. There is a strong argument to 
suggest that we may live this way in terms of our relationship to money. For many Christians, separation 
between the economy and the ekklesia is the normative experience. Church culture can often perpetuate a 
life divided between two entirely different spheres – the classic scared-secular divide.  

When we emphasise and prioritise certain aspects of our common life as being spiritual, such as praying 
or singing songs together, we may unconsciously relegate and marginalise other aspects as being 
unspiritual, even profane. Within this dualistic mindset the economy is where we must work to earn, often 
under arrangements that we may be far from happy with. It’s also the sphere in which we shop, a 
temporal plane of disposable goods. By contrast the church is pictured as a holy fortress, much like the 
Zion of Psalm 48, with its great ‘towers’ and ‘ramparts’. There is certainly a psychological reassurance 
found in erecting barriers, as current political discourse in the USA around the topic of its Mexican 
border reminds us. Here though, we are talking of fortifying our churches conceptually rather than 
physically, erecting what post-unification Germans refer to as “die mauer im kopf” – the wall in the 
head.  

As we saw earlier, Jesus drove out the money changers from the temple, surely this is ample evidence 
that a separation of the two spheres needs to be enforced? Indeed, we need not go back as far as Jesus 
turning over the tables in the temple to make our case for separation. More recent examples abound. 
Financial corruption in the church, such as the sale of indulgences60 was at the heart of the protest that 
ignited the Reformation and ultimately led to the establishing of Protest-antism. In our own times, 
particularly in Britain, we react with nausea at the fundraising practices of Televangelists, accumulating 
great fortunes by peddling a Health and Wealth gospel. We cringe too, having applauded our Archbishop 
for speaking out against high-interest lenders preying on the financial vulnerable, to hear that the 
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Church of England owned shares in these very companies.61 For all these reasons then, and many more, 
it is understandable that we might want to put a defensive barrier between our worshipping communities 
and the mammonized economy around them.   

Bishop Graham Cray is one of many who have argued that such separation and division is unacceptable 
because ‘Christians are dual citizens of the Kingdom of God and of their respective nations’.62 He 
accepts that this can be a source of great tension at times ‘when the values of society and the values of 
Christ’s kingdom conflict’.63 Cray reasons that just because dual citizenship can be problematic and 
difficult that is no excuse for adopting a ‘quietist approach’ with a ‘world-escaping emphasis’.64 To be a 
citizen is to participate fully in the life of the Kingdom to which one belongs, benefitting from the rights 
it affords, and agreeing to the obligations it demands. We are therefore forced to live with the daily 
challenge of how to deal with competing loyalties in a ‘coherent and integrated’ way.65 Drawing on 
Paul’s teaching relating to debts and taxes in Roman societies Cray agrees with Welby that living as 
public disciples will involve engaging in the ‘contest between God and mammon’.66 This faithful living, in 
the power of the Spirit, will bring about the transformation of the world around us.  

Our struggle has both a personal and a collective dimension. On the personal level it requires 
recognising the existence of a problematic division between a spiritual self that we consider to be non-
economic, and a physical self that needs to earn money and pay bills. Similarly, we must come to see that 
our churches are not economy-free-zones. As we saw in 1.2 the temple was at the heart of Israel’s economy. 
Later in this chapter we will look at this in more detail, as well as considering the way that this was also 
true of the Early Church. Firstly then, our discipleship must begin with revelation, seeing things afresh. 
As Welby says, consistent with Paul’s prayer in Ephesians chapter 1, we must allow God to bring ‘truth 
and perception into our lives’.67 Secondly, we embark on the day-by-day, week-by-week walk of wisdom, 
making the moment-by-moment decisions that contribute to an integrated and embodied faith. We are 
called to a spirituality with this-worldly economic implications encompassing both the mundane and 
the profound. We are not left to fend for ourselves in this struggle, rather ‘Jesus’ abundant life is there 
to overcome all that is deathly, unpleasant and decaying about us, and to lead us into a place of grace 
and generosity’.68  

 

2.2 Little Economy, Great Economy 

This chapter opened with a parallel between the processes of the financial world and the processes of 
the natural world. Wendell Berry, a renowned poet, novelist and essayist loves to use such examples 
when helping people to begin understanding economics. His persistent call for a more full-bodied 
appreciation of what an economy is has become prominent and influential far beyond the 
environmental community to which he, as a farmer, belongs. The essay that helped to communicate his 
economic thinking to the Christian world was ‘Two Economies’ first published in 1984, and widely 
reproduced thereafter. Looking at the ‘industrial economy’ beyond his farm he reflects that ‘it tends to 
destroy what it does not comprehend, and that it is dependent upon much that it does not comprehend’.69  

As someone deeply connected to the land, the weather and the agricultural life cycle Berry has no 
difficulty in seeing what may be obscured from many of us living in more urban contexts. The earth’s 
natural processes are primary and those of the financial economy are secondary. And yet the story of 
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modern economics would have us believe the very opposite. Berry reaches for a name to give the 
‘natural economy’, a phrase that will reveal the great difference of proportionality. He settles on the 
‘Great Economy’. Interestingly before he settles on this phrase he spends a good deal of time toying 
with an alternative: The Kingdom of God. This phrase clearly has great resonance to him and he takes time 
to point out that:  

the first principle of the Kingdom of God is that it includes everything; in it, the fall of every sparrow is 
a significant event.70  

And that:  

everything in the Kingdom of God is joined both to it and to everything else that is in it; that is to say, 
the Kingdom of God is orderly.71 

We get the impression that for Berry, the Kingdom of God is the perfect way to describe the natural 
economy to which he feels that himself, his family and his farm belong. However, as a voice to the wider 
culture he sees the ‘embarrassment that the phrase has increasingly caused among the educated’ as ‘it 
is a phrase that comes to us with its cultural strings still attached’.72 Berry wrestles aloud with the 
problem of the separateness of the sacred-secular spheres. That he concludes that the phrase Kingdom of 
God will be unhelpful to him in his message to wider culture highlights once again the unhelpful gulf 
that exists between the sacred and the secular.  

Putting the semantics aside, through the idea of the Great Economy Berry provides us with an image of 
one economy opening up to reveal another inside, which also opens up to reveal another inside, which 
also opens up to reveal another inside… much like the Matryoshka Doll figurines one might see 
displayed in the souvenir shops of Moscow. In this way we come to see our that our personal lives, or 
the lives of our families, or our Churches, are ‘little economies’ located within larger economies. In our 
particular place and time, the dominant economy that we live within is a highly advanced form of free-
market capitalism, somewhat moderated by what remains of the British Welfare State. But this larger 
national economy, must not be mistaken for something that is sovereign or ultimate. Even the globalised 
financial infrastructure of the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade 
Organization and the many other international financial institutions exist within something bigger – the 
Great Economy of a God who owns the universe.  

This idea of the world’s economy sitting within God’s Great Economy is illustrated (or at least implied) 
in the fascinating little aside on the topic of money found in Matthew 17:24-27. The tax collectors of 
Capernaum challenge Peter about non-payment of taxes. From the dialogue recorded between Peter 
and Jesus it becomes clear that Jesus feels no sense of obligation to pay the tax, however, instructs Peter, 

“But so that we may not cause offence, go to the lake and throw out your line. Take the first fish you 
catch; open its mouth and you will find a four-drachma coin. Take it and give it to them for my tax and 
yours.”   v27 (NIV)  

The message conveyed is that the minted currency about which the authorities are so anxious, exists 
within God’s larger economy. A modern parallel can be drawn with our nation’s energy economy. The 
British government’s Treasury department has spent years deliberating about whether or not to build a 
new nuclear power station that might generate at best a couple of dozen TWh (TeraWatt hours) of 
power per year. By contrast the sun generates 384.6 YottaWatts of energy per second.73 And yet within 
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the Milky Way economy our sun is a minor player. The abundance of stellar material that hangs 
effortlessly in the heavens on a clear night is mind-boggling. Welby agrees that despite money’s prideful 
claims there really is no contest when it is set against the resources of God,  

Despite the fact that there is not a lot of it compared to the abundance of God, and it is finite compared 
to the infinity of God, it claims to define the value of everyone we meet and to define our lives. By 
contrast, God offers freedom, growth and choice.74 

If then, we are gifted with such abundance by God, why do we seem to live within a world of scarcity? 
This is the question to which we will turn next.   

 

2.3 Abundance 

Not long ago I was working with a church leadership team on the development of their long-term 
strategic vision. We had reached a point that involved presenting to their wider body of elders and 
deacons. Immediately following my part of the presentation, I invited questions and comments from the 
audience. One of those attending stated quite forthrightly, “I have just one problem with your 
presentation, and that is the word prosperity”. A lively debate followed in which it became evident that 
for some of those present, a reaction against the self-centred doctrines of the Prosperity Gospel had placed 
a limitation upon the engaging with the visions of abundance that feature prominently throughout the 
biblical narrative. It is not my intention to provide a rebuttal to the Prosperity Gospel as others have 
already done that more ably than I could.75 What I do want to do is to reveal the primary contours of 
two competing worldviews that are critical in the struggle between God’s economy and the world’s as 
they relate to the experience of prosperity. These are Abundance and Scarcity.  

 

In talking about abundance, a good place to begin is the poem that forms the heart of the first page of 
the book of Genesis.76 A succession of fiats from God trigger creative explosions – life multiplies into 
more life, exponential life. Finally, into a vast and complex ecosystem of thriving flora and fauna 
humankind enters the story,  

So ’ĕ lō hîm created hā ‘ā ḏām  
in his own image, 
in the image of ’ĕ lō hîm he created them; 
male and female he created them.   
Genesis 1:27 

Together as God’s image-bearers, human male and human female, our common ancestors, are 
positioned at the pinnacle of the natural world. There was no requirement for them to earn this 
privileged position, nothing to prove, no interview process, no greasy pole of success to climb. All the 
wealth of the earth was theirs, a priceless, extravagant gift. An investment of seas that had never been 
overfished, rivers that had never been polluted, skies that had never known the fumes of an exhaust. 
According to David Wilkinson the ‘extravagant diversity’ and ‘abundant fertility’ of the creation show 
us that God abounds in ‘greatness, joy and generosity’.77  
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If it were the bible’s only message about abundance it would be enough, but of course it isn’t. Over and 
again the pages of scriptures are interrupted by the provision of God from his limitless supply. Hungry 
Israelite families journeying through the wilderness are provided daily a mysterious food they call Manna. 
An indebted widow being pursued by a ruthless loan shark finds that her jar of oil, after intervention 
from the prophet, takes on a quality of miraculous abundance.78 The Psalms and the Proverbs too bear 
witness to God’s desire for humanity to prosper.   

You crown the year with Your goodness, and Your paths drip with abundance. 
They drop on the pastures of the wilderness, and the little hills rejoice on every side. 
The pastures are clothed with flocks; the valleys also are covered with grain; 
They shout for joy, they also sing.    

Psalm 65: 11-13 (NKJV) 

 

Nowhere though, is the generous heart of God better evidenced than in the ministry of Jesus, described 
by Walter Brueggemann as the ‘agent of boundless abundance’.79 His ministry was conducted in a 
society that, like ours, was deeply riven by economic injustice. Israel’s Roman overlords extracted a 
heavy tribute from the people. In his book Jesus and Empire Richard Horsley notes that the city of Rome 
imported between 200,000 – 400,000 tons of grain annually, ‘extracted from subject peoples’.80 Galilee 
in particular faced a double tax whammy, from the Herods. Horsley records that Herod Antipas became 
‘the first ruler of Galilee to locate his administration directly in Galilee, making him far more capable 
of rigorous collection of revenues than previous rulers’.81 From his hilltop citadel at Sepphoris he could 
overlook the villages of Nazareth and Cana. During the life of Jesus he also fortified the lakeside town 
of Tiberias, perfectly located for him to tax the local Galilean fishing economy.  

Into this deeply corrupt scene steps Jesus. His first miracle at the wedding in Cana is a dramatic 
declaration of divine abundance, spectacular in terms of both quality and quantity. Shortly afterwards he 
instructs tired fishermen to re-launch their boats. Their unprecedented catch of fish fills the nets to 
breaking point. Later, the feeding of the hungry multitudes not only satisfies the immediate hunger of 
the thousands gathered but results in a surplus too. His actions bear witness to the message he preaches: 

I have come that they may have life, and that they may have it more abundantly.   

John 10:10 (NKJV) 

The extent to which we hear this promise as a personal fortune cookie or as a mission statement for our 
community reveals a great deal about our discipleship orientation.  

Within this vision of abundance money has a key part to play. Jesus is fully aware of this, which is why 
he taught about it so often, and why he and the team that travelled with him lived by a common financial 
code. Justin Welby explains it like this, ‘Money is one part of the God-given economy of abundance 
which enables us to show solidarity and to build relationships. It brings us closer to people far away’.82 
This relational quality of money was well-understood in the ancient world, in fact it remains embedded 
in the word economy to this day. Rooted in the Greek concept of the oikos – the household – its derivative 
oikonomia refers to ‘the management of a household as the basic unit of production, distribution, and 
consumption of things necessary to survive and thrive’. 83  
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Such a well-ordered oikos (in the absence of external tyranny) would be a generative unit of abundance, 
the essential building block of a prosperous community. A broken oikos would be prey for the corrupt, 
those the Psalmist refers to as “the wicked”.84 This brings further light onto the priorities of Jesus. 
Without a social safety net two things more than anything could ruin a household – sickness and death, 
particularly of a male breadwinner. Luke records the compassion Christ showed at the village of Nain, 

a dead man was being carried out, the only son of his mother; and she was a widow. Luke 7:12 (NKJV)  

In restoring the son to life Jesus not only heals the widow’s broken heart but re-establishes her financial 
viability and prevents her destitution. Think too of the continued concern Jesus shows for sisters Martha 
and Mary, unmarried sisters living with their brother Lazarus. Jean Vanier notes that  

Lazarus is present but he never speaks and is never described. In Luke’s Gospel, when Jesus visits this 
family in Bethany, the home is described as the “home of Martha”, not to the home of Lazarus… 
Lazarus seems to be a “nobody”, except to his sisters and Jesus, who love him deeply… I cannot help 
but come to the conclusion… that Lazarus had a handicap and probably a serious one.85       

What is the greatest demonstration of abundance that Jesus can offer? The resurrection of the dead. 
How fascinating then that he twice displays this greatest of miracles for broken households in the most 
precarious of financial circumstances.          

 

2.4 Scarcity 

The opposite of abundance is scarcity. In 2013, two professors, Eldar Shafir of Princeton and Sendhil 
Mullainathan of Harvard, published a new book, the result of a joint research project into the effect that 
scarcity has on people and populations. In its introduction they joke that, 

When we told an economist colleague that we were studying scarcity, he remarked,  
“There is already a science of scarcity. You might have heard of it. It’s called economics.” 86 

The real punchline is that their colleague isn’t actually joking. A standard introductory course in 
economics will teach students that the wants of individuals, and therefore of society, are boundless. In a 
finite world, wants can never be fully satisfied, as having more of one thing generally results in having 
less of another. Thus, economics becomes the study of how people make choices under conditions of 
scarcity, and of the results of those choices for society. Understanding these dynamics in terms of supply 
and demand is of great importance, as is the effect of scarcity upon pricing and upon profit. When a 
demand is high but supply is low, prices inflate. This point is hardly novel, being vividly illustrated in 
the account of the siege of Samaria found in the book of 2 Kings. The blockade enforced by Ben-Hadad 
king of Syria brought about a famine during which, “a donkey’s head was sold for eighty shekels of 
silver, and one-fourth of a pint of dove droppings for five shekels of silver”.87  

Shafir and Mullainathan provide numerous fascinating real-life and experimental examples of the 
impacts of scarcity upon those who experience it most profoundly. Their finding is that scarcity ‘captures 
the mind’, meaning that under conditions of scarcity we increasingly think in the now rather than thinking 
ahead. By way of an everyday example they refer to the way that ‘a tight deadline or a shortage of cash 
focuses us on the task at hand’.88 Unpacking this in precise scientific detail they borrow the term 
bandwidth from the world of technology, as a way to explain the processes of the brain under conditions 
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of scarcity. One experiment reveals the way that when we are very hungry our attention becomes 
increasingly captured by fantasies about food. It literally takes up all of our mental bandwidth until we 
find it almost impossible to think about anything else. Across a range of experiments Shafir and 
Mullainathan found that experiencing scarcity 

makes us less insightful, less forward-thinking, less controlled. And the effects are large. Being poor, for 
example, reduces a person’s cognitive capacity more than going one full night without sleep.89 

This certainly illuminates our understanding of what might be meant by the phrase A Poverty Mindset. 

 

In ethical terms the problem with scarcity is the human tendency to manipulate it for advantage.   
Probably the greatest biblical example of the exploitation of scarcity for personal gain is found in the 
story of Joseph. In Genesis chapter 47, we find Joseph, mature and at the height of his powers, literally 
living the dream. And what are the economic implications of this trafficked and tested boy growing up 
to hold the helm of a superpower? Right up until the onset of the great famine Joseph appears to have 
been acting honourably. However, it seems that the opportunity to exploit Egypt’s national emergency 
for the benefit of the Pharaoh for whom he governed was too much to resist. Genesis 47:20-26 is the 
crucial passage, describing the implications of Joseph’s economic policies for Egypt’s population.  

Then Joseph said to the people, “Indeed I have bought you and your land this day for Pharaoh. Look, 
here is seed for you, and you shall sow the land. And it shall come to pass in the harvest that you shall 
give one-fifth to Pharaoh”. v23-24 (NKJV) 

In a single stroke of despotic manipulation Joseph transfers of all the common farming land belonging 
to the people directly to Pharaoh, and institutes an annual 20% income tax to boot.  

Walter Brueggemann reflects deeply on how our abundant world came to be ruled by scarcity. For 
Brueggemann the Bible’s arch hoarder-villain is Joseph’s boss, Pharaoh, who, despite having 
accumulated enormous wealth and power was still unsatisfied. The nightmares of scarcity that he 
confided in Joseph reveal a deep anxiety about the risk of loss. Brueggemann wonders whether Jesus 
had a Pharaoh-like character in mind when telling the parable of the rich fool in Luke 12. As is so often 
the case, this parable emerged from a dialogue with the crowd. Someone shouts a question, relating to 
an issue around the sharing of family inheritance between two brothers. Jesus responds, 

“Take care! Be on your guard against all kinds of greed; for one’s life does not consist in the abundance 
of possessions.” 

  Luke 12:15 (NRSV)  

Pivoting back to address the crowd, Jesus then critiques this spirit of greed using a parable, of a wealthy 
landowner who daydreams of building bigger barns in which to store his great excess of crop-wealth. 
To Brueggemann the reference to giant barns is no coincidence as ‘the Hebrew slaves in Egypt were 
occupied with building more storage facilities for Pharaoh’s massive accumulation’.90 The parable ends 
with a surprising twist as the man’s ‘self-congratulatory monologue about accumulation is interrupted’.91 
The voice of God enters the story, addressing the rich man as a “fool” for seeing no further than himself, 
as his great resources are due to expire with him that very night.    
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Reading on in Luke 12 we immediately come to Christ’s famous “Do not worry” teaching. It is surely 
no accident that Luke links this teaching with the parable.92 Brueggemann believes that this passage 
applies to the haves and have-nots equally, as within economies of extraction it is not just the poor who are 
beset by scarcity anxiety, the wealthy also live with a foreboding sense of potential loss. This analysis 
aligns with the highly-acclaimed work of Kate Pickett and Richard Wilkinson who, using huge health 
datasets from around the world, uncovered the social and psychological effects of inequality.93 They 
found that that when a society becomes more unequal everyone’s wellbeing diminishes – both the poor 
and the rich. In encouraging his disciples “do not worry” Jesus is not throwing caution to the wind in 
the manner of chilled-out hippy. Rather he is helping them to capture a vision of the Kingdom he is 
calling them into, because ‘worry about scarcity is inimical to a world where “our father” the creator of 
abundance, governs’.94  

Jesus’ teaching on scarcity anxiety concludes with a remark that emphasises what it is that is truly worth 
seeking after: the Kingdom of God (Matt 6:33, Luke 12:31). The security of a Christ-follower is to be in God 
alone: ‘Discipleship is the renunciation of that anxiety-producing power; practically that renunciation 
is performed as generosity that is free of greed and has no fear of scarcity’.95 More broadly, the arc of 
scripture shows us that abundance and scarcity, rather than being entirely random circumstances, are 
conditions that follow on from the way that economies are organised. The following two sections seek 
to expand the biblical basis of this argument by taking a bird’s eye view of Old and New Testament 
economies: the Covenant Economy and the Kingdom Economy.  

 

2.5 The Covenant Economy  

The Old Testament economy of Israel, rooted in the nation’s covenant with Yahweh, presents us with 
a fascinating economic case study. The scriptures narrate for us its founding in the period following the 
exodus, its failure under the Kings and its re-discovery in the period following the exile. Walter 
Brueggemann’s 2016 opus Money and Possessions tracks and interprets the story in considerable depth and 
detail and we will draw on it heavily in this section, as we began to in the last.96 Widely respected as one 
of the world’s most eminent Old Testament scholars Brueggemann has a remarkable way of surfacing 
the material realities within which the events of the bible take place. This approach serves him well as he 
weaves together the many texts concerning money and economics.   

Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy, the four Torah books that unpack and codify God’s 
covenant with Israel, share a wide range of rules by which the emerging nation can enjoy a prosperous 
common life. The vision these books present does not appear from nowhere. The books cannot exist 
without the one that precedes them; they stand against the backdrop that begins in Genesis – 
generations of slavery under the Pharaohs. The law they contain stands in clear and direct opposition 
to Egypt’s oppressive economic regime. In this sense the covenant should be read as a serious attempt 
to ensure that tyrannical wealth accumulation could never happen in Israel. Significant within it were 
legal provisions to ensure that the powerful could not use forms of debt leverage to permanently uproot 
people from their land.    

Great chunks of the Torah are given over to outlining the economic patterns to be observed including 
tithes, offerings and debt reliefs, often associated with seasonal festivals.97 Brueggemann points out that 
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‘special emphasis is placed on the vulnerable neighbours who are without guaranteed social rights or 
the protection of an effective advocate’.98 This concern for the poor within the community represents 
an early recognition that the problem of poverty has always been in large part a problem of unfair 
distribution. Whilst the expectation is that the land will be productive because it is blessed by God the 
reality is that some will be better than others at taking advantage of this productivity. The covenant 
economy anticipates this and includes provisions to ensure that any gaps that open up between the rich 
and the poor do not develop into a permanent social cleaving. As Foster puts it, ‘as absolute owner, God 
put limits on the individual’s ability to accumulate land or wealth’.99 There is certainly a lesson here for 
our current economic system: that the rules upon which the system operates will determine the outcomes 
for those living within it. If poverty traps are built into the economic system then we ought not to be 
surprised that we cannot resolve poverty without redesigning the system.  

Brueggemann considers Deuteronomy 15, dealing with debt, poverty and indentured labour, to be at 
the heart of the covenant economy, based on its opening verses which establish a seven-yearly cycle of 
debt cancellation that ensures ‘debt cannot become a permanent lever of the economy’.100 Reflecting 
on this Brueggemann provides a remarkable insight, that ‘forgiveness was primarily an economic matter 
before it became a theological agenda’.101 He also highlights the promise in verses 4-5 that “there will 
be no poor among you… if only you listen obediently to the voice of the Lord your God” (NASB) which 
bears unmistakable similarity to the comment made of the early church community in Acts in which 
there “were no needy amongst them” (Acts 4:34). We will look at this New Testament experience more 
closely in the next section.   

Anticipating entry into the land of Canaan, Deuteronomy chapter 8 explains that the entire basis of the 
nation’s new economy is coming from God as gift. Within the land God promises to provide all the high 
value cash crops, plus the basis of technology, metals:  

For the Lord your God is bringing you into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and 
springs, that flow out of valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley, of vines and fig trees and 
pomegranates, a land of olive oil and honey; a land in which you will eat bread without scarcity, in 
which you will lack nothing; a land whose stones are iron and out of whose hills you can dig copper. 
When you have eaten and are full, then you shall bless the Lord your God for the good land which He 
has given you.    
Deuteronomy 8:7-10 (NKJV)  

 

Under the leadership of Joshua, the river Jordan, marking the final barrier to land of promise, is crossed, 
in a miracle of entry that mirrors the miracle of exit from Egypt through the Red Sea. Entry into the 
land also means the end of the manna – the mysterious bread which had daily reinforced Israel’s 
dependence on God. However, whilst the manna stops, trust in God must continue. Central to this is 
maintaining the practice of Sabbath, a feature of community life through which families publicly agree 
with one another that their lives are ‘not defined by production, consumption, and possession, but by 
the economic emancipation made possible by the lord of the exodus’.102 It also serves as a weekly 
reminder of the seven-yearly cycle of debt-release, as well as the longer time horizon of Jubilee – the 
50th year, in which the whole economy is reset.103 Our modern minds may leap to dismiss the Jubilee 
arrangement as utterly unworkable and yet Brueggemann underscores its significance saying, ‘It is 
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impossible to overstate the importance of this continuing tradition for issues of the real economy on the 
real world’.104 Certainly in our recent history we have seen the tremendous economic turnaround 
brought about in many of the world’s poorest nations once their national debts were forgiven.105 Perhaps 
the idea of Jubilee isn’t so crazy after all?  

 

Sadly, for the greater part of the Old Testament we read of Israel compromising on the expectations 
set out in their covenant. The critical point of departure is their rejection of its central premise – God’s 
direct sovereignty – by appointing a King. 1st Samuel Chapter 8 predicts the heavy price that a King 
will extract via taxes and other forms of coercion and control. The prophet’s warning is stark:  

“This will be the behaviour of the king who will reign over you: He will take your sons and appoint 
them for his own chariots and to be his horsemen… He will take your daughters to be perfumers, 
cooks, and bakers… he will take the best of your fields, your vineyards, and your olive groves… He will 
take a tenth of your grain and your vintage… He will take a tenth of your sheep… And you will cry out 
in that day because of your king whom you have chosen for yourselves, and the Lord will not hear you 
in that day.”   
1 Sam 8:11-18 (NKJV) 

Starting out by describing the penchant of Kings for war and going on to detail the royal sense of 
entitlement with respect to community property, this was a final plea from the prophet in hope that the 
people would come to their senses. “Nevertheless the people refused to obey the voice of Samuel” (v19).  

Brueggemann is fiercely critical of the economics of the monarchical system, which he sees as a 
regressive departure from the principles of distributive justice embedded in the Covenant Economy that 
it displaced. By ceding economic sovereignty to a King the nation replaces a productive decentralised 
economy within which goods circulate amongst all, for one that is extractive and highly centralised, 
within which goods accumulate upwards to an elite. The economic transition is completed under the 
rule of Solomon, who essentially becomes a Pharaoh, even marrying into the Egyptian dynasty. 
Brueggemann goes as far as to call him ‘The Midas of ancient Israel!’.106 He even calls into question 
Solomon’s deeper motivation for building the temple. Was it really for the ‘glory of God’ or was it ‘in 
fact an exhibit of royal wealth that called attention to Solomon as a winner in the great game of 
accumulation’?107 

At the height of Solomon’s kingdom all the charts on the wall of Jerusalem’s Exchequer are showing 
success. However, if we consider success not in terms of GDP, or geopolitical influence, but rather in 
terms of obedience to God, or wellbeing of the people, then all is not well in Solomon’s kingdom. The 
king’s heart ‘was turned away from the neighbourly covenant; life was reduced to the pursuit and 
accumulation of commodities at the expense of vulnerable neighbours’.108 Things go from bad to worse 
as the Kingdom splits after Solomon’s death, in what is essentially a people’s tax revolt against his son 
Reheboam (see 1 Kings 12). A decent into corruption and infighting follows, and rising empires begin 
to circle around the ostentatious wealth that Jerusalem has on display. So much gold hoarded in one 
place would ultimately prove too great a temptation for the larger powers bordering the relatively small 
kingdom of Israel. Invasion, annexation and exile are bound to follow.  

It is in the time of the return from exile that we encounter one of the most important texts relating to 
the Covenant Economy: Nehemiah chapter 5. A considerable amount of work has been dedicated to 
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piecing together the chronology of the biblical texts relating to the return from exile, not least by Jewish 
scholars. The events described in this chapter could well take place almost a century after the return of 
the 42,000 exiles. This is significant because the outcry that is brought to Nehemiah describes a situation 
that could not exist if the seven-yearly debt cancellation cycle was being adhered to. However, we hear 
that extortive lending practices have led to the enslavement of the local peasant population, including 
it would seem, the pimping of local girls (v5).  

What makes this chapter so remarkable is the concrete action of Nehemiah in restoring the ancient 
practices of the Covenant Economy. Brueggemann considers Nehemiah’s intervention a ‘huge wake-
up call’ that was in effect an immediate enactment of Jubilee by returning “immediately their fields, 
vineyards, olive groves and houses” to their original owners (v11). In effect it was an economic revival, 
from which we take away an enormous lesson; that the rebuilding of the physical infrastructure of the 
city walls was not sufficient to secure Israel. The act that restored the covenant was the resetting of the 
economy, so that the community would not only be defended against attack externally, but also be at 
peace with itself internally.  

 

2.6 The Kingdom Economy  

The New Testament shows the way that the first Christians began to disrupt the Graeco-Roman pattern 
of economics, by the living witness of their new ekklesia communities. The apostles led them in creating 
patterns of common life that formed an effective resistance to, and a means of thriving within, the 
injustices of the surrounding economy. As Jews now following the risen Christ the imaginations of early 
church members were already infused with the Torah’s vision of economic justice. Now, liberated from 
the requirement to financially support the Levitical system, they innovated radical new ways to share 
and to give. As a result, a taste of economic justice was brought forward from the not yet and into the 
now. This section provides a view on how this happened.    

Beginning with the four gospels we immediately find a great amount of material relating to money and 
wealth. Yet, because the four books are so action-packed and full of the miraculous it is perfectly possible 
for the economic message to be eclipsed. I happen to believe, along with Walter Brueggemann, Wendell 
Berry, and many others, that the key is found within the phrase “Kingdom of God”. Recovering the 
economic implications contained in those words is essential if we are to live authentically as Christians. 
Whilst the Kingdom of God is certainly more than an economic sphere within which we “live and move 
and have our being” it cannot be less than that.109  

A doorway into the economic witness of the New Testament is provided by the Magnificat in Luke chapter 
1 (v46-55). When Mary’s song is heard in harmony with the song of Hannah (1 Samuel 2) the continuity 
of the economic story from Old Testament to New is proven, as the parallels between the two are 
unmistakable. The message is clear, that God remains intent upon bringing about an upheaval within 
the world’s socioeconomic arrangements. The one who will inaugurate this great reversal of fortunes is 
the central personality of the scriptures, Jesus Christ.  

To properly orient our reading, we must locate Christ’s words and actions in the foreground of the 
gospels in relation to their background, that is, the all-pervading Roman economy, which like that of 
Babylon before it, and Egypt before that, was ‘an economy of extraction’.110 Once this perspective is in 
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place Brueggemann believes that we will more easily perceive the many ways in which ‘Jesus was focused 
on issues related to money and possessions’.111 Moreover, Brueggemann believes we are at risk of 
missing the point if we fail to see that Christ’s ministry of ‘subversive act’ and ‘disruptive word’ was 
intended, at least in part, to reveal ‘an alternative economy willed by God in defiance of the dominant 
economy’.112 

Of the many money-laden passages we could consider one encounter stands out as being of particular 
relevance for our times, that of the dialogue with rich young ruler.113 Having asked his opening question 
about how to inherit eternal life, and being directed back to the commands of the Torah, the young 
man presses Jesus further, and receives a more pointed instruction:  

“If you want to be perfect, go, sell what you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in 
heaven; and come, follow Me”.  
Matthew 19:21 (NKJV)  

Committing to do as Jesus asked was more than this young man could bear and “he went away 
sorrowful, for he had great possessions” (v22). The text then allows us to listen in to Jesus and his disciples 
discussing what had just happened – the famous “eye of a needle” conversation.  The disciples react 
with astonishment (v25), concerned that Jesus may have raised the bar to Kingdom entry too high.114 
We may feel similarly – is divestment of our assets a general condition of becoming allied to Christ, or 
is this a unique case? If the young man was seeking to join the team travelling with Jesus then yes, it is 
likely that membership came with special conditions. The accounts of disciples leaving behind fishing 
nets and money tables are good evidence of this, as is the common purse they used.115  

Peter speaks up seeking assurance, commenting, “See, we have left all and followed You. Therefore 
what shall we have?” (v27) To which Jesus responds with a remarkable promise: 

Assuredly I say to you… everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife 
or children or lands, for My name’s sake, shall receive a hundredfold, and inherit eternal life. But many 
who are first will be last, and the last first.  v28-30 (NKJV) 

This reply reorients a mind fearful of scarcity back towards the vast resources that become available to 
all who willing to live according to the Kingdom economy. It flows as one with the teaching recorded 
in Luke 6:38,  

Give, and it will be given to you: good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over will 
be put into your bosom. For with the same measure that you use, it will be measured back to you.  
(NRSV) 

The Acts of the Apostles shows the shifting of the economic model of generosity and abundance from 
the incarnate person of Jesus to his new body – the church. To ensure we don’t get trapped in a 
hermeneutical cul-de-sac Brueggemann wants us to know that Acts ‘contains a “multiplicity of models 
and mandates” about economics’.116 For example, we see in the shared practice of breaking bread 
together ‘economic ramifications’ that ‘challenged Rome's economic policy of abundance for the elites 
and mere subsistence for all others’.117 Throughout the book we see ‘the Empire is continually unsettled 
because the power of the Spirit, performed by the church, threatens the settled order’.118  

We are barely into Acts when the issues raised in the encounter between Jesus and the rich young ruler 
surface again:  
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All the believers were together and had everything in common. They sold property and possessions to 
give to anyone who had need.  
Acts 2:44-45 (NIV) 
 
No one claimed that any of their possessions was their own, but they shared everything they had… 
there was no needy person among them. For from time to time those who owned land or houses sold 
them, brought the money from the sales and put it at the apostles’ feet, and it was distributed to anyone 
who had need.  
Acts 4:32,34-35 (NIV)  

The human tendency to keep a tight grip on personal resources is back on the agenda. Here we see some 
radical economic practices on display that challenge our modern minds. In his commentary on Acts 
John Stott draws attention to ‘No one claimed’ stating that,  

Although in fact and in law they continued to own their goods, yet in heart and mind they cultivated an 
attitude so radical that they thought of their possessions as being available to help their needy brothers 
and sisters.119   

Since the writing of John Locke in the 17th century the property rights of the individual have become 
something sacred. We may not be familiar with Locke but his legacy is embedded in all of our heads, 
an ideology opposed in principle to the very idea of “everything in common”. Brueggemann feels that 
Locke’s ideas have been used to legitimate the claim that ‘an individual person could “possess” all that 
he could acquire’.120 Therefore, Brueggemann cautions careful handling of these texts, taking time to 
clarify the kind of community being describe without dumbing down the radical witness they bear. On 
his interpretation belonging to the early church, and moreover, the contemporary church ‘did not and 
does not mean living in a commune, but rather that the property of all is situated in a social-moral 
context of community’.121 There are important echoes of the Covenant Economy recognisable here, as 
well as something very prophetic in the bringing together of people from all strata of society committed 
to a common life of caring and sharing.   

Beyond the church community in Jerusalem the book of Acts is peppered with other moments that are 
very revealing with respect to money and the economy. The story of a convert from sorcery called 
Simon, in Acts chapter 8, shows very clearly a clash of kingdoms: the Kingdom of God, in which the 
Spirit’s work is by gift and available for the common good, versus the Roman Empire, consisting of 
purchasing power and privatisation of goods.  

Peter answered: “May your money perish with you, because you thought you could buy the gift of God 
with money! You have no part or share in this ministry, because your heart is not right before God.” 
Acts 8:20-21 (NIV) 

In Acts chapter 16 the exorcism of a slave girl has similar economic consequences. Prior to her liberation 
by Paul her fortune-telling ability had made a great deal of money for her pimps. They demand 
retribution and the authorities’ side with them, resulting in the beating and imprisonment of Paul and 
Silas. Brueggemann notes that when those who stand up for God’s law start to challenge the economic 
order ‘The money-makers can mobilise the judiciary against the force of the gospel’.122 We are left 
wondering if much has changed in that respect over 2000 years.  
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Economic material abounds in the writing of Paul to the early churches. Paul is unwilling to allow the 
churches under his care to divorce their economic lives from their spiritual lives. He wants believers to 
be distinctly different from the culture around them, living a fully integrated life under the Lordship of 
Christ. Writing to the Romans he speaks to disciples literally living in the belly of the beast.123 He urges 
them that the surrounding context is not to provide the pattern for their lives. Rather, he lists out 
behaviours expected to be visible in the lives of those who have been “transformed by the renewing of 
[their] mind” (Romans 12v2). 

Addressing the church in Corinth he wants them to unlearn old habits of ascribing status based on a 
worldly, wealth-based pecking order. Paul expresses ‘his deep and singular conviction’ that ‘the gospel… 
finds economic differences to be irrelevant and unwelcome’.124 A connected point is made, in chapter 4 
of Philippians, as Paul compares being well fed with being hungry, being in plenty and being in want. 
Here the accent is on the inner work of the gospel in restoring a sense of security and inner contentment 
founded on ‘the reality of limitless divine generosity’.125 

If the members of church communities are not to use wealth for status or security, what does Paul think 
it is good for? Generosity. In his second letter to the Corinthians Paul celebrates the poorer Macedonian 
church for their generosity, (2 Corinthians chapters 8 and 9). He then makes a connection between the 
“grace of giving” exhibited by the Macedonian church, with that of their Lord and master who “though 
he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that you through his poverty might become rich”.126 
Brueggemann believes that this is ‘one of the most remarkable and defiant statements in all of gospel 
rhetoric’.127 Why so significant? Because ‘it is a defiance of all conventional economic wisdom that it 
takes money to make money’.128 In such ways Paul fleshes out the vision of the upside-down Kingdom 
Economy and encourages churches to have confidence that ‘self-giving is a way to generate abundant 
wealth and well-being for others’.129 130 
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3. On Gift And Giving 
 

Some years ago, an irresponsible house mate left me with a substantial debt. The bill was stressing me 
out as I couldn’t afford to pay, and it had a deadline looming. One evening the phone rang. It was 
someone I knew rather tenuously, from a hundred miles away. The reason for the call was to tell me 
that they wanted to give me a gift, of £500. It blew me away. I knew that with this gift I could pay off 
the debt. The experience of receiving such generosity was very moving. A large part of that emotion 
was the realisation that this gift had originated in the heart of God, and was being delivered via the 
person on the other end of the phone. It was amazing to feel the sense of reassurance that God saw me, 
cared about me, provided for me, and saved me. Some time later, with the debt cleared, I reflected on 
what that gift had achieved. It had made a deep and lasting impression on me, changed me. My vision 
of the kind of person I wanted to become was permanently affected. Locating others in situations of 
need and finding ways to bless them in the way that I had been blessed became something of a 
preoccupation.     

 

3.1 Giving And Sharing  

The story above is, I hope, aspirational, in the sense that it might stir up a spirit of generosity and 
encourage a looser hold upon money, a willingness to release it to another, and in doing so become a 
conduit of God’s grace. Why then do we often struggle to let money go? We fight against a tendency 
towards possessiveness, a tendency we know all too well is not unique to ourselves but rather a universal 
trait of fallen humanity. Welby puts it like this:  

My autonomy, my control over what I want and what I do, [my] desire to ration my love rather than to 
let it flow out abundantly (because deep down I always feel it might run out) has to be surrendered to 
the god of abundance and grace.131 

Anyone who has observed young children at play in a nursery will have seen the tug of war that can 
often transpire when two toddlers become fixated upon the same cuddly toy: “Mine!” they cry at the 
tops of their voices. As responsible parents we try our best to guide our kids through this stage as quickly 
as possible with repeated encouragements to share.132 How well though do we as adults actually model 
sharing behaviour in a world in which possession is nine tenths of the law?  

When considering the Covenant Economy and Kingdom Economy we can see that giving may quite naturally 
be expressed as sharing. Indeed, we have seen how, since its original formation, sharing has been a central 
and defining feature of the life of the church. It could be argued that without any sharing between its 
members a church is simply a club with pay-as-you-go membership, much like a gym. The conceptual 
framing that Kathryn Tanner gives to the sharing community is noncompetition. Immediately subversive 
in the context of our wider capitalist context noncompetition strikes to the very heart of our modern 
economic identities. Are we willing to identify ourselves ‘as persons in community with others and not 
simply persons for ourselves’?133 Considerable humility is required to do so. Such humility allows us to 
see ourselves from the point of view of being a recipient rather than a giver, raising the possibility that 
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‘We have what we have only in relationship with those who are giving it to us’.134 It’s a challenging 
thought, running counter to the world’s venerating of the self-made man or self-made woman.  

Without mentioning the church specifically Tanner describes the way in which God’s gifts to us are to 
be ‘realized by us’ communally. ‘The primary gift of God, one might say, is not held by individuals; it 
is a gift directly to community’. 135 What kind of community? A ‘community in which common 
possession rights are the social priority, a community dedicated to the well-being of all, without 
exception’.136 Tanner is saying that it is in the very DNA of the church to be a community in which 
personal autonomy and individual possession are frequently challenged. The classic economic ledger 
transaction, within which goods either belong to us or do not, is left looking like a two-dimensional 
attempt to represent three-dimensional reality as base notions of what is mine become chastened by 
higher notions of what is ours. Think of the words spoken by the father figure in the parable of the 
prodigal son:  

“Son, you are always with me, and all that is mine is yours”.  
Luke 15:31 (NKJV) 

Any questions of individual ownership dissolve within such intimate relational proximity. Furthermore, 
as the son discovered to great cost, his efforts to take what was ours and reduce it to what is mine only 
resulted in poverty and loneliness. How different the story is when rather than privatising goods we 
allow them to freely circulate back and forth among us as we alternate between the roles of giver and 
receiver. Recognising that we are we are all pre-gifted by God releases us to be a community of abundance 
rather than scarcity. Together then, we are collectively wealthy in the broadest sense of personal gifts 
and communal goods…  

“Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there are varieties of services, but the same 
Lord; and there are varieties of activities, but it is the same God who activates all of them in everyone.” 
1 Corinthians 12:4-6 (NRSV)  

These gifts that we share between us must include material as well as spiritual goods. If it were not so 
we would be left wondering how on earth the words of Luke, that “There was not needy person among 
them” could be true.137 The text does not refer to the early church enjoying prosperity because 
Jerusalem had a high-growth economy the benefits of which trickled down. No, the text describes a just 
economy within the church effectively offsetting the unjust economy of the world around it. New 
Testament theologian Richard Hays believes that we can use these narrative texts describing the life of 
the early church to recover what we have lost in terms of our economic imagination. He feels that these 
texts ought to provide our ‘basic orientation’ because they are a vital part of the way that we ‘give 
testimony with power to the resurrection of Jesus’.138 We must therefore commit to retelling these stories 
to one another ‘in such a way that we find our place within them’.139 He concludes that,  

no matter how much hermeneutical squirming we may do, it is impossible to escape the implication of 
the New Testament’s address to us: imaginative obedience to God will require of us a sharing of 
possessions far more radical than the church has ordinarily supposed.140 

If we were to take these words seriously then the implications for twenty-first century Christian living 
would be profound. Adopting more committed practices of sharing would be disruptive as they would 
involve intentional subversion of what is mine in order to discover what is ours. The scarcity mindset is 
terrified by such a suggestion, because it fears loss. An abundance mindset thinks the opposite, seeing 
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that within such a community everyone would gain. Continued reading of the life of the early church 
reveals that a shared life of mutual giving and receiving was not only of benefit to those within the 
ekklesia, it became the modus operandi of external witness too:  

“So, affectionately longing for you, we were well pleased to impart to you not only the gospel of God, 
but also our own lives, because you had become dear to us.” 
1 Thess 2:8 (NKJV) 

This connection between sharing of life and advancing of the gospel is what we will turn to next.    

 

3.2 Giving As Mission 

Drawing on my own 20+ years working for and with Christian charities I have argued elsewhere that 
mission that has a socio-economic focus faces an ongoing problem of priority.141 This is somewhat ironic 
if we agree with Richard Foster about the integrated message of Jesus on the subject of money. In the 
gospels Kingdom economics are ‘evangelistic in character’, as Christ ‘calls people to turn away from the 
mammon god in order to worship the one true God’.142 It was a little later that a hierarchy within 
ministry and mission crept in, via a cleavage of senior leadership roles into word and deed, described in 
Acts chapter 6 (v1-7). In the ministry of Jesus the spiritual and the social had been equally important. Yet, 
for the apostles, seemingly frustrated with the administrative aspects of their busy food distribution 
programme, there was friction between the two. They called a meeting with the wider group of disciples 
in order to problem-solve. Their decision was to delegate their frontline duties in order to give 
themselves fully to “prayer and the ministry of the word” (v4). It is almost impossible to imagine Jesus 
retiring from the frontline in this way. 

The prevailing evangelical interpretation of this event is summed up by John Stott in his commentary 
on Acts, who views the administration of the care of the widows as a Satanic distraction from the 
Apostolic calling, causing them to ‘neglect their God-given responsibilities to pray and to preach, and 
so leave the church without any defence against false doctrine’.143 He adds that ‘there is no hint whatever 
that’s the apostles regarded social work as inferior to pastoral work, or beneath the dignity’.144 
Contemporary readers of the text may feel otherwise. Stott does take time to state that ‘neither ministry 
[spiritual or social] is superior to the other. On the contrary, both are Christian ministries, that is, ways 
of serving God and his people’.145 However, in going on to apply the text contemporaneously he 
essentially admits that the modern church has a problem in terms of the priority it affords to pastoral 
ministry.  

The heart of Stott’s argument hangs on the interpretation of verse 7.  

Then the word of God spread, and the number of the disciples multiplied greatly in Jerusalem, and a 
great many of the priests were obedient to the faith.  (NKJV)146 

Here we find an inference to a causal connection between the separating of the roles and a new season 
of fruitfulness. We are left wondering however just how the reorganisation of roles changed the dynamic 
of mission. Did the prayers of the Twelve become more effective? Did their preaching become more 
persuasive? Or, did the focused ministry of the Seven build new relationships? Did their presence 
amongst the people spread God’s grace more tangibly? Perhaps the mention of the rapid multiplication 
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of disciples suggests the latter. Conversely the mention of the conversion of many priests could suggest 
the former. The question is almost impossible to resolve – it can be argued both ways. Stott clearly 
believes that the fresh growth sprang from the renewed focus of the apostles on their ministry of prayer 
and teaching. It is unfortunate that he gives no acknowledgment to the possibility that the growth could 
have come from the missional potential activated as the Seven were released into the community in the 
power of the Holy Spirit.   

Ultimately the reader must make up their own mind. What we can be sure of is that following the 
cleaving of the roles it is the Seven rather than the Twelve who now find themselves threatening the 
status quo. Whilst Acts 4 and 5 tell of Peter being brought before the Sanhedrin, in Acts 6 and 7 it is 
Stephen. The account of the arrest of Stephen demonstrates vividly that the Seven were far more than 
social administrators, to borrow Stott’s phrase. No, they were also powerful evangelists in their own right, 
a gift that seems to have fitted very well with their daily task of distributing food.  

That over time the giving of money, food and other direct assistance became deprioritised in church life 
is something we might now lament. This should not distract us from the heart of the matter, which is 
that from its first formation the church saw giving generously to the poor as an integral part of its worship 
and witness. Its consistency and enthusiasm in this mission clearly made an impact in the wider world 
and was a key driver in the exponential growth of The Way. We have historical record that for several 
centuries the giving of direct assistance was a hallmark of the ekklesia communities and caused the State to 
take note. Determined to bring about a revival of paganism in the 4th century Emperor Julian (361-363) 
wrote to the pagan high priest Arsacius of Galatia about the challenge posed by Christians. “The godless 
Galileans feed not only their poor but ours also” he noted, continuing “everyone can see that our people 
lack aid from us”.147 Historian Rodney Stark comments on the situation remarking that,  

Paganism was utterly incapable of generating the commitment needed to motivate such behaviour. Not 
only were many of its gods and goddesses of dubious character, but they offered nothing that could 
motivate humans to go beyond self-interested acts of propitiation.148  

In modern times much has been written about the prophetic witness of the church to the State. In the 
first half of the twentieth century one thinks in particular of the work of German pastor-theologians 
such as Barth and Bonhoeffer, distressed by the complacency of their national church in the face of 
fascism. Their faith insisted upon a form of witness highly concerned with and involved in public affairs. 
We might go so far as to say that such prophetic voices always emerge from within the church when it 
is truly living as ekklesia. In the latter half of the twentieth century the focus of the church shifted as it 
found itself at odds over moral issues in a rapidly secularising society. In the globalised world of the 
twenty-first century, with single corporations having larger turnovers than entire countries, it is time for 
the church to present a clear witness on economic issues. This requires our churches to fulfil their 
vocation as deeply relational communities operating according to an economy of grace. Moreover, our 
faithful witness ought to be a living indictment of the injustice of the whole mammonized 
macroeconomic system, not simply this-or-that policy we might disagree with. 

It is not my intention to paint the church merely in terms of being a contrast-society. We are called to be 
more than that, and indeed if we were only that we could well be in danger. Barth certainly believed so, 
stating that the ‘characteristic sin’ of the church is to ‘represent herself’ rather than ‘point beyond 
herself’, to the greater light of God.149 To do this well we need to reject any ideas of the church being 
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an ark of salvation sealed tight from the turbulent floodwaters of the dog-eat-dog world of privatised 
capital and assets. 150 Our imagination ought to be sparked instead by the perichoresis – the dance of the 
Trinity, a ‘dynamic go-round of God’s own life outward in love’.151 Allowing ourselves to think like this, 
that is, making the most of our creative, poetic, right-brain, overcomes the need to force a distinction 
between the immanent trinity – who God is, and the economic trinity – what God does. Rather, we can be 
caught up into the revolving divine movement that is alive with centrifugal force, flinging goodness 
outwards.152  

To summarise using more straightforward terms, our churches ought to feature an internal economy of 
giving and sharing that does not remain confined to those within the circle. Our churches, however 
small or large, may rightly be known as missional communities if they can demonstrate such overflowing 
life. The same might be said of our families, if we could rediscover them as a just oikonomia, a household 
managed for the common good rather than personal consumption.153 154 The apostle Paul brought this 
twin horizon into view for the Galatians saying:  

As we have opportunity, let us do good to all, especially to those who are of the household of faith. 
Galatians 6:10 (NKJV)  

The emphasis on the “household of faith” should not diminish our ambitions to “do good to all”. As 
disciples whose Christian commitment is not limited to our belonging to the church purely in its 
gathered format, every day presents us with fresh opportunities to live this out. We are resident within 
communities, we spend time interacting with others for whom the mammonized economy is simply the 
way it is. In this world grace is a rare foreign currency, and all the more valuable for being so. All of us 
then, as individuals and as families, can live ‘our lives participating in that divine mission and thereby 
realise the shape of God’s own economy by giving that follows the same principle: self-sharing for the 
good of others’.155 Welby also recognises the way in which giving can be missional by emphasising this 
potential for relationality.  

Giving builds links with people whom we may not know and can never reach or meet in any other 
way…. We can in fact start relationships simply through our own generosity.156 

If our generosity can serve to build relationships, establishing something of a gift economy, are we to 
assume that this is an entirely positive development, or might there be any associated risks to consider?  

 

3.3 Giving And Receiving 

The study of giver-receiver dynamics has proven to be a fertile field of enquiry over the last 100 years 
in the fields of sociology, economics and theology. Almost all of it springs from a single source of 
inspiration, the 1925 publication of a short book by French anthropologist Marcel Mauss commonly 
known as ‘The Gift’. Durham-based scholar John Barclay, recognising the theological weight resting on 
the relationship between grace and gift begins his recent opus ‘Paul and the Gift’ in dialogue with Mauss. 
His first task is to strip away our ‘modern assumptions regarding the “free” or “pure” gift’.157 We may 
well consider it a personal virtue that in our giving we operate with the utmost discretion, cautious not 
to let the left hand know what the right hand is doing. This concern is generally paired with a related 
apprehension to ensure that we do not personally benefit from our giving, unless the gift becomes 
confused as some kind of trade.158 A contemporary example is found in the movement around Random 
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Acts of Kindness in which the central idea involves making a surprise gift to a total stranger, someone you 
have never met before and are unlikely to ever meet again. Thus, the kind-hearted random gift-giver 
cleverly avoids any entanglement in the messy world of reciprocity.  

Barclay is keen for us to realise how historically unusual such forms of disinterested giving are. Drawing 
on the work of Mauss and others he shows that our ancestors would have found it highly unusual that 
we give expecting nothing in return.159 Beginning with the archaic societies that are presented as 
examples in The Gift, such as the island tribes of Polynesia, he shows that a gift was anything but free. 
Rather, there was a strong social obligation that receiver of a gift would give back in turn. Mauss was 
intrigued by the beliefs supporting these often-elaborate gift-exchange systems. He drew on the Māori 
concept of hau, an all-pervading life-force connecting the world of nature and the world of objects. 
Within such a belief system it seemed to Mauss as if gifts were in some way inhabited by a spirit that 
longed to return to the giver.  

Barclay is also interested to look back into western history, to our more direct cultural antecedents. He 
finds that gifts were not “free” in these societies either, often for political rather than spiritual reasons. 
For example, the practice of gift-giving was embedded in a socially stratified system of patronage within 
the cities of the Roman Republic. This patronage involved ‘webs of power’ that ‘ran right through the 
political system of Rome, based on the reciprocity ethic of service and grateful return’.160 In reality this 
meant that in the busy economic centres of the Roman world, ‘whom one was connected to, and what 
favours one could ask all call upon, were the crucial mechanisms for success’.161 Some time later, during 
Rome’s Imperial period, the Stoic philosopher Seneca writes specifically about the reciprocal 
expectations within gift-giving, stating that it involves ‘tying people together in bonds of debt or 
obligation… the strong expectation that a gift must be returned in one form or another…’162 Foster 
believes that subverting this sense of obligation made the pattern of giving practiced by the early church 
a powerful witness to wider society. His inference is that the practice of laying gifts “at the apostle’s 
feet”163 introduced a veil of anonymity that ‘broke the cycle of tyranny by which benefactors dictated 
terms to the poor and powerless’.164  

We know from history that Roman civilization took on many of the cultural characteristics of the Greek 
civilization that it had deposed. Attitudes towards gift-giving seem to be amongst those cultural artefacts 
that endured. One evidence of this is found in the consideration of the worthiness of the gift recipient in 
the eyes of the benefactor. Barclay notes that:  

in the complex etiquette involved in the giving and receiving of favours, where each party strives to 
make clear its open-ended commitment of gratitude, it is common to insist that the recipient of the 
benefit is in some sense worthy (dignus; meritus) of the gift. Naturally so: nobody wants to think that they 
have voluntarily tied themselves to people who degrade their social capital.165 

Such an emphasis on considering the worthiness of the gift recipient traces back at least as far as 
Aristotle, who wrote that an upright citizen would ‘give to the right people at the right time, and where 
it is noble to do so’.166 Within this mindset, giving to the poor was not a priority, indeed ‘there was a 
widespread presumption in the Greco-Roman world that the poor were morally as well as economically 
at the bottom of the scale’.167 As such ‘giving specifically or only to the poor would be a gift-without-
return, since even their gratitude would be worth nothing’.168 We can begin to see how such ethics 
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contradict the Kingdom Economy, within which none are worthy and yet all are welcome to draw upon 
the abundant generosity of God.  

What to make of this? Here we may be assisted by understanding the way that the Jewish imagination 
from which the teaching of Jesus drew differed from Greco-Roman culture. Barclay believes that when 
it comes to pervasive practices of gift-exchange in ancient societies the economic heartbeat of the Torah 
is best understood not as a ‘rejection of ancient assumptions regarding gifts’ but rather a ‘modulation’ 
that is ‘wholly dependent on the expectation of reciprocity – in a different form’.169 This modulation 
resulted in profoundly different behaviours towards the poor. For example, in Greco-Roman society 
the practice of almsgiving ‘could never be given the moral dignity of a meaningful reciprocal exchange’. 
By contrast, within the Jewish community, ‘the wealthier felt responsible for all their ethnic “kin”, and 
thus for “the poor”, even in the absence of more personal ties of kinship’.170 Religious piety provided 
the wellspring from which such acts of generosity flowed, and within which the question of reciprocity 
was resolved, as ‘both giver and recipient could figure benefaction as receiving its most important return 
not from the human recipient but from God’.171 

 

Here we arrive at something of a conundrum. God’s gifts to us are unearned, and undeserved, and in 
that sense are a mediation of divine grace. This truth sits at the heart of one of our faith’s central 
confessions – the Lord’s Prayer. In the renderings of both Matthew and Luke gift is immediately 
followed by debt. Here then, perhaps better than anywhere, we are presented with an open door into 
the complexity of giver-receiver dynamics. In asking, “Give us today our daily bread” are we not 
positioning ourselves as fully dependent on God’s economic benevolence? How different this prayer 
would be if rather than postured as receiving a gift, God’s goodness toward us was rendered as payment for 
services rendered, or a rights-based entitlement. Surely this is significant in terms of the economic basis of 
the Kingdom of God? 

That the prayer is loaded with the expectation of receiving good things from the hand of God that we 
have done nothing to earn is uncontroversial, and yet this is curiously entwined with a reciprocal sense 
of indebtedness. By asking “Forgive us our debts” do we not tacitly acknowledge that we have received 
far more from the gracious hand of God than we can ever return?172 Given what we now know about 
the world within which the prayer was first articulated, could the juxtaposition of “Give us” immediately 
alongside “Forgive us” be a reference to a relationship of gift-exchange? The words immediately 
following surface yet another economic possibility. In praying “as we forgive our debtors” could it be 
that because God neither needs nor expects our giving/paying back to him we are directed to another 
course of action. That alternative is a pledge to follow a different economic logic, that of ‘pay-it-forward 
reciprocity’.173 This new idea can be seen as a Kingdom Economy innovation growing out of the earlier 
idea found in the Covenant Economy: Jubilee – the forgiveness of debts. Such a conclusion would 
certainly resonate with the axiom “Freely you have received, freely give”.174 

With all this in mind, we ought to be concerned about our contemporary Christian culture continuing 
to emphasise disinterested giving, that is, giving liberated from any reciprocal expectations, as the purest 
form of giving. Kathryn Tanner believes that the train of reciprocal giving is already in motion because 
of the grace we have already received: ‘Our good works… are not owed to God, but they are to the 
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world’.175 We should recognise therefore the missional possibilities arising when we will flow with the 
momentum of pay-it-forward reciprocity in our giver-receiver relationships.  

 

3.4 Unconditional Gifts  

Tanner acknowledges that there is a certain theological attraction to the idea of the pure gift, that is, 
the resonance of the pure gift ideal with common understandings of God’s grace. Correspondingly, she 
traces the way that the pure gift ideal has found its way into our Western ideals about philanthropic and 
charitable giving, which is the antithesis of a gift-exchange system. When we give to charity our gift is 
fully alienated from us, ‘No return is obligated; indeed, charitable gifts are often made anonymously in 
ways that prevent returns to the giver’.176 Perhaps the only vestiges of reciprocal giving that remain 
familiar to us now are patterns of giving with our close family and friends, those with whom we exchange 
gifts at birthdays and Christmas time. In both cases the ideal of the gift being “free” or “pure” is upheld 
because the ‘purity of the gift is determined by the purity of one’s interior dispositions, by the purity of 
ones in the motive, one’s complete lack of self-interest in giving’.177  

Our cultural elevation of pure giving is highly unsatisfactory for Tanner, as it represents the retreat of 
giving into ‘the private sphere of purely personal relations’. She observes that ‘the more giving is 
purified, the less it appears to be a principle for the organisation of society generally, or the basis for an 
alternative economy’.178 By contrast, in God’s giving of his goods to the world she sees generative 
relationality as being the fundamental basis for all economics. This is her reading of the whole Christian 
story: ‘a vision of a kind of system for the production and circulation of goods, beginning with God and 
extending to the world, from creation through redemption’.179  

As a replacement for pure gift Tanner introduces the phrase ‘unconditional giving’ which she argues is 
not a matter of the purity of the giver’s motives, the disinterested character so prominent in our 
contemporary understanding of giving. She argues that in an economy of grace worries about ‘purity 
of motive’ and whether giving is ‘genuinely disinterested’ cannot be allowed to get in the way of the very 
evident benefits that one’s giving would bring to others. Anxieties about motive mire the giver in a state 
of introspection rather than pointing their imagination outwards to the ways in which their generosity 
may help others. In this sense unconditional giving is defined ‘by the structural character of the social 
relations that such giving should produce’. 180 Rather than worrying about whether or not we might also 
benefit by making a gift we need to take concern for ourselves out of the giving equation. Giving is not 
about us, it is about others. This then liberates our giving to make connections on our behalf, becoming 
‘a broad social force’.181  

Tanner is concerned that we do not misunderstand her position regarding the unconditionality of God’s 
gift to us. Therefore, to appreciate unconditional giving more deeply let us reflect for a moment on the 
true nature of God’s gracious giving to us. For giving to be unconditional it must follow that the gift is 
not made on account of the receiver’s merit, nor that a reciprocal response is required. That God’s 
goodness to us is not due to our merit is ultimately expressed through Christ’s self-giving on the cross. 
At the cross our sinfulness, and our inability to atone for it ourselves, becomes fully exposed. In the 
cruciform economics of salvation:  
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we see the manner of divine action that the Jubilee traditions of the Hebrew Bible aimed to reflect: 
debts forgiven rather than paid, debtors freed from the enslavement that comes from the inability to 
pay.182  

Running parallel to this is the question of our response. Can giving be unconditional if a response is 
demanded? Whilst the answer is of course no, we should not therefore consider that our response is 
irrelevant, or of no concern to God. Tanner argues that ‘God may not be demanding a return for what 
God has given, but it is perfectly possible for unconditional giving to set up an obligation of return from 
the recipients side’.183 Her conclusion is that ‘God wants a return from us of a particular sort – our love 
and gratitude and devotion to God’s mission of giving to others’ which is something that ‘God’s 
unconditional giving is perfectly compatible with’.184  

In summary, we have a choice between two conflicting understandings of giver-receiver dynamics.185 
First, the free/pure gift, operating outside of the wider economy, a magical cash machine of discrete 
one-off transactions each with their own individual destination. There is no motor of circulation at work 
in this giving, no forward momentum in the gift. It is simply a high-five or a handshake between 
strangers. The unconditional gift is profoundly different. Its genius is found in relational gift-giving that 
does not start and end with a single gift transaction but rather kick-starts a living pay-it-forward chain of 
grace-in-motion.186 Unconditional giving ought to be like a Mexican wave rippling around a stadium, 
a joyous movement of mass participation through which we ‘enlarge the circle of those gifted with the 
goods of God’.187  

 

3.5 Mine Or Ours?       

Last year, European researchers from the Think Forward Initiative were granted access to a large 
sample of anonymised customer data by ING Bank in the Netherlands. The aim of the research was to 
report the latest behaviours in the pooling of money within Dutch households.188 The data that the team 
had access to enabled them to reveal patterns around which households did or didn’t have a tendency 
to make use of joint current or savings accounts.189 Bearing in mind that they were studying attitudes 
towards sharing financial resources within very close human relationships their findings were 
fascinating. Three findings in particular stood out:  

• Younger couples are much less likely to pool their household finances. Their tendency is to hold 
individual accounts from which they regularly transfer funds in and out of a joint account which 
exists for the purpose of managing shared expenses.  

• Having children is frequently the trigger for greater pooling of household income into joint 
current and savings accounts. ‘The first child increases the share of income going to the joint 
checking account and the third or fourth child increases the extent of income pooling even 
further. The probability of full pooling… increases remarkably with the third or fourth child’. 

• Higher income households share less. For lower income households, an income increase leads 
to more money flowing into their joint accounts. However, for the higher income brackets, the 
opposite takes place. The higher the income the greater the autonomy.     
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Above: Share of households that fully pool spending to a joint current account, by age in panel (a) and by income 
in panel (b). From TFI/ING (2018)  

The example above illustrates one thing above all else: that money is something that we fundamentally 
treat as mine. Only within a very special relational context are we are likely to share money with another, 
and even then a range of conditions and tensions apply. If we are to develop the kind of giving, sharing 
communities that the New Testament describes then there is something within us that needs to be 
challenged and overcome. We need to face up to our selves, or more accurately, to the attitudes and 
behaviours that place our selves at the gravitational centre of will around which all else orbits. Only 
then can we begin to conceive of a dynamic “ours”, allowing what is “mine” and what is “yours” to 
move towards one another, eventually meeting and beginning to overlap.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We touched briefly on this idea earlier in the chapter when we thought of the “mine” phase of 
childhood. Brueggemann’s preferred label for the problem is ‘autonomy’, which whilst not a perfect fit, 
given its multiple meanings, works well enough. He shows that money, to adults in the real world, 
functions much like the cuddly toy does to the fighting children in the nursery… ‘It is not money but 
the autonomous self that constitutes the problem, the refusal to submit to and participate in the common 
good of the community’.190 Please don’t misunderstand this as a suggestion that money is as innocent as 
a teddy bear, we have already established that money has a variety of problematic characteristics. The 
point here relates to the very real problem of people, yes, even people of faith, living with an inflated 
sense of themselves and of their own needs and desires. This goes hand in hand with a diminished sense 

mine ours yours 
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of accountability to, or solidarity with, others. Such people, that is, all of us, without God’s help, are 
prey to greed and other seductions, ‘all of which put the self over against the community and over against 
the God of the gospel worshipped by the community’.191  

Welby identifies the very same problem, conveying it using contrasting stories of a group of super-
wealthy British tax exiles with a unit British soldiers recently returned from Afghanistan,  

On the one hand, from people with the sort of wealth one can scarcely imagine, there was a sense that 
what we have, we hold. When we choose to use it or give it, it is our own sovereign choice as to what 
we do with it. On the other hand, these soldiers demonstrated to me a sense of ‘what we have, we hold 
lightly’. And that came from people who were paid in a year probably less than the first group were 
paid in an hour.192 

His point, made in the context of recognising that nothing we have is truly ours, because all is ultimately 
the gift of God, is that an inflated sense of self-sovereignty is a symptom of mammon, whilst sacrificial 
solidarity with others is characteristic of Christ. This doesn't mean adopting a self-flagellating piety with 
no attending to matters of self-care. Rather, we might simply say that in the Kingdom economy there 
is room for individuality, but not individualism, as the latter amounts to no less than rebellion against God. 
It is no coincidence that the philosophy of individualism forms the precondition for the construction of 
the modern financial systems that have served the interests of the powerful and ratcheted up economic 
stress upon the vulnerable. The global wealth inequality we now witness, within a deeply wounded 
world of war and want is a direct consequence.  

Many of course disagree with this analysis. There is a widely accepted alternative story telling of the 
way that the liberalisation of individuals, money and markets has led to a prosperity that our forebears 
could never have dreamed of. This story certainly has plausibility, in the heavily edited form in which 
it is generally discussed by its proponents.193 It is the happy story of an economic miracle, after we have 
airbrushed out historical inconveniences such as the slave trade, the brutal subjugation of entire 
continents and two world wars. We do not however, need to fight over the correct interpretation of the 
last 300 years of economic history here. That would not help with the immediate task, which is to 
challenge mindsets that may be holding back the economic mission of the church right now. In order 
to illustrate such mindsets an example is needed, for which I turn to the worldview embedded within 
The Economics of Neighbourly Love, by Tom Nelson.  

Nelson, using the parable of the Good Samaritan argues that ‘loving our neighbour in need involves 
both Christian compassion and economic capacity’.194 In this he isn’t wrong – we cannot give from what 
we don’t have. Where Nelson reveals something of a blind spot is in developing his central argument 
about economic capacity within an autonomous paradigm. His vision is rooted in the workings of the 
world’s economy rather than the Kingdom Economy. It is a vision of the honourable businessman 
whose ‘diligent work creates economic value, and economic value leads to economic capacity for living 
generously’.195 It is an attractive and pervasive ideal, and yet it singularly fails to acknowledge the special 
connectedness that we have been brought into as members of the ekklesia. Within Nelson’s vision the 
economic capacity of the faithful individual/family is paramount, rather than the economic capacity of 
the faithful community. At no point does Nelson consider that the genius of the church is to be a 
missional enterprise within which those of considerable financial means and those with little can be 
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jointly involved, with equal dignity and with an equal sense that their contribution matters.196 Yet, that 
is the vision of Christ and the beauty of the church.   

  

The fundamental thing that is needed then, to enable us to begin living in harmony with the Kingdom 
Economy, is imagination. We need to see that as church communities, whether made up of just a few 
people, a few hundred, or a few thousand, we possess leverage within the marketplace, if we will 
coordinate our economic activities, even on a modest scale. Think of the important role that churches 
played in supporting the growth of the Fairtrade movement. It is worth considering how we can further 
build on such success. For example, in the face of the increasingly urgent climate crisis, every church 
really could (and should) be reducing its carbon footprint by switching to buy their energy from 
renewable providers. 

The process by which we will begin to live into the renewed imagination of the Kingdom economy is 
one of intentional financial formation. This is what we turn to in the next chapter.  
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4. From Principles To Practice 
 

So far we have considered the character of money, the role that it plays in the economy, and the issues 
in play when we try to give it away. As we have done this a number of important principles have been 
surfaced. Principles however never changed anything without being married to practice. As Richard 
Foster says, ‘the call of God is upon us to use money within the confines of a properly disciplined spiritual 
life’.197 This chapter therefore explores ways that we might more closely align our lives with the just 
economic patterns that we find in the pages of scriptures. Whilst there are many ways to get from where 
we are to where we want to be the principal means of financial formation that I want to present for 
consideration is giving. My concern is less with how much we give, although that will always be an 
important indicator of the extent of our surrender. Rather I hope to show how we might transition from 
a highly individualised approach to giving, to a form of giving that is genuinely relational, engaged and 
accountable. The growing global movement known as Collective Giving is offered as an inspiring 
example of how we can make this happen.  

 

4.1 Financial Discipleship 

Discipleship is one of those words that means many things to many people. A six-week course, a year-
out, a mentoring relationship, a guided retreat, or a hybrid of all the above. Clearly a little definition is 
needed…     

First and foremost, discipleship is a process of deep learning, operating at the axis of beliefs and 
behaviour. Conceptually this is captured well by the Greek word metanoia. Our modern bibles translate 
this word as ‘repent’ but that substantially limits the richness of it meaning. Business strategist Peter 
Senge is globally renowned for his work on learning organisations. He argues that metanoia is the 
foundation for all learning, stating that ‘For the Greeks, it meant a fundamental shift or change’. He 
illustrates this by contrasting ‘taking in information’ with ‘real learning’: ‘It would be nonsensical to say, 
“I just read a great book about bicycle riding—I've now learned that”’.198 It follows then, that 
discipleship must begin with a commitment to change and a determination to act;  

“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and acts on them will be like a wise man who built his 
house on rock.”  
Matt 7:24 (NRSV)  

In other words, for the apprentice of Christ, the inner world of being must find expression in the outer 
world of doing.     

The second principle of healthy discipleship is that it can never simply be about us: our beliefs, our 
behaviour, our learning or our growth. Discipleship involves unseating us from the throne of our own 
lives and giving that seat to Christ. The apostle Paul puts this is economic terms “You are not your own; 
you were bought at a price”.199 Discipleship therefore needs to be worked out in the context of a Christ–
me–others triangle. Our own will and ideas need to be challenged and chastened, by time spent 
contemplating Christ, and also through contact with others, especially those who differ from us. 
Similarly, our ‘muscles’ of compassion, patience, humour and generosity require regular exercise or else 
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they are prone to atrophy. Of course, this is easier said than done, and not helped by binary mindsets 
such as: “If he’s not Lord of all he’s not Lord at all”. Such trite talk fails to acknowledge the long, hard 
journey of progressive surrender.  

These two principles of healthy discipleship apply directly to financial formation, working together to 
bring about shifts in both beliefs and behaviours. By providing opportunities to think and talk about the 
topic of money, allied with opportunities to use money in creative ways, financial discipleship will settle 
for nothing less than seeing Christ enthroned as Lord of our money. We will start to reorder our own 
little economy in line with his Great Economy. This must be worked out relationally, particularly in 
situations where our Christian distinctiveness is very evident as a contrast to the prevailing culture and 
economy. 

Those with any responsibility for leading others in the faith would do well to remember that if they do 
not attend to discipleship in relation to money, then mammon will happily step in and take care of that 
for them. In the absence of any other guidance its malign influence will stand uncontested. This is 
because, like any kind of learning, Christian formation does not take place in a vacuum. Even on the 
days when our desire to imitate Christ is at its most earnest we face all manner of influences pushing 
against us. Help is needed if we are to stand any chance of succeeding in our swimming against the 
current. We might turn to the shelves of Christian bookshops for help, as they are full voices offering 
guidance. A closer look would reveal that few contemporary authors give serious attention to the role 
of money in the life of the Christian community. Some, such as Graham Cray and Alan Hirsch, do a 
good job of highlighting the problem of the consumer culture we live in.200 Others such as Ken Costa and 
Tim Keller focus on stewardship, offering a Christian vision of responsible working, spending and 
giving.201 Richard Foster is one of the few who homes in on money itself being a direct challenge to 
God’s sovereignty in our lives. He opens up the subject by recalling an incident from his childhood.    

I remember as a child having one ability that gave me unusual ‘wealth’; I could play marbles better 
than any other kid in the school. Since we always played for ‘keeps’, I could often wipe out another 
boy’s fortune before the new recess was over. On one occasion I remember taking a huge sack of 
marbles, throwing them one by one into a muddy drainage ditch, and watching with delight as the 
other boys scrambled to find them. Through that single experience I began to sense something of the 
power wealth can give and the manipulative ends to which it can be put.202  

Foster is ambiguous about whether he came to this awareness of wealth and poverty as power relations 
whilst still a child, or whether it came by reflecting back in later years. He would certainly have been an 
unusual boy if he was pondering power dynamics during schoolyard games. The important thing is that 
whenever it was that the revelation arrived, it found its home within his lived experience. That is the 
heart of all formation, the moment the abstract becomes concrete. For Foster the intersection of money 
with discipleship requires that ‘in the power of the Holy Spirit we conquer and capture money and put 
it into a service for Christ and his kingdom’.203 In fact he goes as far as saying that ‘for Christ money is 
an idolatry we must be converted from in order to be converted to him. The rejection of the god mammon 
is a necessary precondition to becoming a disciple of Jesus’.204 

Foster’s writing is very much in the spirit of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who deployed explicitly economic 
language in his acclaimed work The Cost of Discipleship. If our objective is financial discipleship then 
making use of money’s vernacular ought to support us in that direction. Setting out his opening thesis 
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Bonhoeffer contrasts ‘cheap grace’ with ‘costly grace’. The compelling prose with which he sets out 
these competing religions is inspiring and terrifying at the same time:  

Cheap grace is the preaching of forgiveness without requiring repentance, baptism without church 
discipline, communion without confession, absolution without contrition. Cheap grace is grace without 
discipleship, grace without the cross, grace without Jesus Christ, living and incarnate.  

Costly grace is the treasure hidden in the field; for the sake of it a man will gladly go and sell all that he 
has. It is the pearl of great price to buy which the merchant will sell all his goods. It is the kingly rule of 
Christ, for whose sake man will pluck out the eye which causes him to stumble, it is the call of Jesus 
Christ at which the disciple leaves his nets and follows him...  

Such grace is costly because it calls us to follow, and it is grace because it calls us to follow Jesus Christ. 
It is costly because it costs a man in his life, and it is grace because it gives a man the only true life.205  

None of this is to suggest that we are in any way buying grace with money. Simply to say that following 
Christ will cost us in all sorts of ways, including financially. To paraphrase John Wesley, if we think we 
can be baptised into Christ without our wallet getting wet we are fooling ourselves. There is an 
expectation on all who would follow Christ to “count the cost”.206 This means far more than the 
reductionist cost-benefit analysis that might be undertaken by a civil servant. Cost-equivalence 
evaporates as all pre-existing value categories that we hold are subverted by the cross. As Paul puts it, 

whatever gains I had, these I have come to regard as loss because of Christ.   Phil 3:7 (NRSV)    

 

In Money, Sex and Power Foster makes seven recommendations for overcoming the ‘dark side of money’.207 
This list offers such a helpful framework for the task at hand that each point is worth dwelling upon.    

First, comes the recognition that money is often more a matter of the heart than the head. The best put-
together arguments will be unconvincing if they don’t confront the feelings of fear, insecurity, and guilt 
that are often wrapped up with money. In the context of financial discipleship, we do well to remind 
ourselves that “Fear not” is one of the most frequently-used phrases that God utters in order to inspire 
us to faithful living.  

Second, certainly for most of us living in contemporary Britain, we need to get our economic position 
into perspective. As humans we have a tendency to compare ourselves to others. Foster believes that we 
can harness this. Rather than striving to keep up with others like ourselves, we can become ‘world 
citizens, looking at ourselves in relation to all humanity’.208 The reality is that if we have a secure home 
to live in and more than one change of clothes then, in global terms, we are wealthy. If we own our own 
home we are more wealthy than 95% of the people on the planet.  

Third, the environment in which discipleship takes place really matters. Foster speaks of creating an 
‘atmosphere in which confession is possible’.209 This is not a process in which we ought to expect 
overnight success. We will make commitments, find them hard to keep, and then feel guilty, with a 
tendency to cover up or run away. Our attitude should be to fail forwards, learning from one another in 
a spirit of honesty, so that together we can become whole.  

Fourth, establish a form of relational accountability. Foster recommends that we find ‘one other person 
who will struggle with us through the money maze’.210 Of course we need not stop at one. Financial 
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discipleship can be practiced within the format of a prayer triplet, or in a cell group. The important 
thing is a strong bond of trust and the 360o perspective required to reveal our blind spots. 

Fifth, become friends of the poor. Factors such as our upbringing, our education and our post code may 
mean that we already live in close proximity to need. Conversely, those same factors can mean that we 
live a highly insulated life and have no meaningful relationships with people experiencing financial 
hardship. If we find ourselves in the latter category then we may need to take some steps of downward 
mobility in order to draw ourselves closer ‘not to preach to them but to learn from them’.211  

Sixth, is to get to grips with the meaning of renunciation. Foster draws on the story recorded in Genesis 
22, of Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice the very thing that was most precious to him – his son. It is true 
that God provided another sacrifice in order to spare Isaac’s life, however, the battle of letting go had 
clearly already been won in Abraham’s heart.  

Seventh, is to practice giving with “glad and generous hearts”.212 Foster reserves some of his strongest 
words for this topic asserting that the ‘very act of letting go of money… destroys the demon greed’.213 
He refers to giving as a scandal to the world of commerce and competition, advising an approach to 
giving that finds the ‘creative tension’ between what he calls ‘reasoned’ and ‘risk’ giving.214 The former 
refers to the extent to which we responsibly consider the causes to which our money is donated, the 
degree of due diligence that we exercise before we give. The latter refers to the ‘uncalculated generosity’ 
that Mary displays in breaking the jar of perfume over the feet of Jesus, as Archbishop Welby also 
encouraged.  

There is so much more to say about the transformational power of giving, for both giver and receiver, 
that it will become the main focus of the rest of this study.  

 

4.2 Time To innovate  

There is broad agreement these days, across the denominational spectrum, about the importance of 
church efforts to help the poor. The last time I recall being asked to make a case for prioritising ministry 
amongst the disadvantaged was as a guest on God Pod some 10 years ago.215 Even then I found being 
asked to defend such ministry quite surprising, as to me it has always made much more sense as an act 
of worship than standing around singing songs. Today’s disputes about social action tend to be over what 
proportion of resources should go in that direction and the extent to which the church should centrally 
control these efforts or leave it up to individual members to coordinate themselves to make a difference, 
forming whatever organisation they need to in order to be effective.  

Certainly within the 20 years of my own vocation in ministry there has been a noticeable acceleration 
in efforts to reach the poor, along with a great innovation in the methods used. Data shows that there 
has been an uptick in the number of Christian charities being formed. A 2016 report from London-
based consultancy NPC found that over a quarter of British charities (almost 50,000 out of 190,000) are 
faith-based. Within this they identified approximately 65% as distinctly Christian, 5% distinctly Muslim, 
5% distinctly Jewish, 5% of other distinct faiths, with the remaining 20% hard to define. The authors 
claim that in the last 10 years a higher proportion of faith-based charities were registered with the 
Charity Commission than non faith-based charities.216 The vigorous health of Christian social activism 
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is also supported by recent studies showing an increase in the number of hours volunteered by members 
of church communities.217  

This overall trend of churches ‘doing more than ever’ is picked up by Paul Bickley of the think tank 
Theos in his 2017 report Doing Good Better. Bickley’s concern is that whilst doing more should be celebrated, 
sometimes, ‘what is needed is not more but different – new ideas, new approaches, new practices’.218 
For Bickley this means initiating ‘a more structured conversation between the world of religious social 
action and the world of social innovation’.219 I hope that the remainder of this chapter, and the case 
studies that follow it, might be considered to form part of that conversation.   

All innovation begins with imagination. In the realm of social innovation this means perceiving ways in 
which the world of tomorrow could be different, qualitatively better, than it is today. More than any 
others we ought to believe this because of our belief in the truth of the resurrection. If we believe that 
the first Easter morning was the inauguration of the New Creation then everything is possible. As 
individuals, but more significantly as communities, we can anticipate the future in what we do now. We 
don’t have to simply accept the injustices that we see around us as simply the way it is. Perhaps more than 
any other contemporary scholar NT Wright has consistently pressed home this message. In his own 
words,  

people who believe in the resurrection, in God making a whole new world in which everything will be 
set right at last, are unstoppably motivated to work for that new world in the present.220  

Like Bickley I too want to celebrate the recent strides we have made in our expression of practical 
concern for the distressed and disadvantaged at home and abroad. However, the challenge that I believe 
we urgently need to confront will involve looking inwards rather than outwards. There appears to be 
little evidence that as we have turned our attention towards issues of poverty, we have made any 
corresponding efforts to alter the way that we deal with the financial affairs of our churches or our 
families. It is as if the dots have not yet been joined up between the economic pattern of our lives and 
the injustices blighting our world. One key arena in which there are new and exciting things happening 
that we can get on board with is giving. In the world around us innovation in giving has been happening 
at pace. The following examples are indicative of the rapid change happening, particularly enabled by 
new technologies. It is likely that we can learn a lot from them.   

 

Nesta is a charitable foundation focused on innovation.221 It was first formed in 1998 with a generous 
£250 million endowment from the National Lottery. In 2011, in partnership with the Cabinet Office, 
it launched the £10m ‘Innovation in Giving’ fund, intended to stimulate the public toward increased 
giving of their money and skills, with an emphasis on using new technologies to achieve this. The 
initiative was beautifully framed:  

Everyday acts of giving are like red cells in the bloodstream of society. They carry the oxygen of 
generosity, kindness and care into the deepest recesses of society. Despite our growing reliance on 
systems and markets to provide for the basics of life, simple acts of generosity among friends, family and 
strangers are still vital to a healthy society that can come together to help those in need.222 

One of the drivers for the establishing of the fund was the recognition of a growing ‘generosity gap’ over 
the last 30 years. According to the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) the older generation are more 
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generous than the young, not purely in cash terms but also as a proportion of their total spending. Thirty 
years ago over-60s were three times more generous than under-30s. Today it is a multiple of six.223 
Nesta has argued that without innovation the long-range outlook for the size of the charitable economy 
is predicted to contract substantially. Given the age profile of the church this point is highly relevant.  

One of the fastest growing areas of innovation is Crowdfunding. Nesta accept that it is not the principle 
of Crowdfunding that is new, recognising that it is ‘in some respects a very old form of donating, often 
being used to fund local community projects like church roofs’.224 However, through new technology it 
has rapidly gained traction in a range of different contexts. One of four online platforms given 
investment by Nesta was Crowdfunder.co.uk. Since its inception it has facilitated over a million unique 
transactions raising of £60 million towards 175,000 projects tackling a wide range of social challenges. 
Another highly successful project developed through the Innovation in Giving fund was the Pennies 
Foundation. Geared towards customers paying by debit or credit card the scheme invited them to round 
up their transaction, by as little as a penny, to the nearest pound. Embedding donations within everyday 
behaviour enabled giving to take place in an entirely frictionless way. Since its launch pennies has raised 
over £16 million through 65 million unique transactions.  

A cynical response to such innovations could be “Well that’s great for them as they have lots of money 
to spend”. Certainly, from the perspective of an individual, Nesta’s £10 million pot to put towards 
innovation in giving sounds like a dream. However, as readers may have realised by now, a central 
argument within this little book is that we need to stop thinking as individuals in order to imagine what 
we can achieve together.  

The fact is that as a Christian community in Britain we have a large and generous giving economy. 
CAF produces annual reports on the total amount individuals give to charity. The latest figures, from 
2017, show this to be over £10 billion.225 This is likely to be a conservative estimate. Data from the 
NCVO Civil Society Almanac suggests that it may actually be double this amount.226 Religious causes 
(mainly churches and Christian charities) received the largest slice of the income pie, 19% according to 
CAF.227 The same report showed religious causes also benefitted from the largest donations, with a 
mean monthly donation of £59. Cross referencing these figures with those cited earlier in this section, 
we can quickly build up a picture of the scale collective economy of the Christian community in Britain. 
Of course, annual giving represents only a small proportion of the entire wealth held by Christian 
institutions. It would take a substantially resourced economic study to reveal the total value of assets 
held by churches and Christian charities. For example, the Church of England has some £8.3 billion 
of stocks and bonds under the fiscal management of the Church Commissioners.228  This is before we 
begin to count buildings and land, and before we factor in the holdings of the dozens of other 
denominations.  

 

In short then, it is not the means to make a difference that we lack, but the imagination. Here we need 
to return to Brueggemann. Imagination, or lack of it, is the subject of his most famous and most enduring 
work The Prophetic Imagination. Reflecting on this work in a new afterword tucked in at the back of its 
recent 40th anniversary edition he says that the only thing within it he would change is a single phrase. 
He would switch out the words ‘royal consciousness’ replacing them with the single word ‘totalism’ – 
which he defines as an ideology that ‘takes up all the social space and allows for no alternative 
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possibility’.229  Have we allowed money to do this? Has the market ideology of economic autonomy 
become our totalism? If it has then how might we fight back against it? Brueggemann replies, 
‘Testimony has a capacity to break the silence that is imposed by the totalizing regime’.230 The 
remainder of this chapter will therefore give special focus to the rise of an exciting form of testimony 
that is on the one hand a new phenomenon, yet on the other, an expression of something very ancient.  

 

4.3 What Is Collective Giving? 

The data used in the last section showed that a huge amount of time and money is being directed 
towards resolving our most pressing social issues. We saw that Christian giving and Christian 
organisations forms a big part of this charitable economy. It is a motivating story - a story we would 
want to be part of. And yet it is only one side of the story. In recent years charities have been in the 
headlines for the wrong reasons. From financial mismanagement (Kids Company 2015), to dubious 
fundraising practices (the Olive Cooke suicide case 2015) to the sexual exploitation of beneficiaries 
(Oxfam 2018), to ‘fat cat salaries’ (Marie Stopes, Save the Children).231 Only a year ago, right here in 
the north east, down the road from my home, a slavery ring was busted. Its operations centred around 
distributing charity clothing bags to homes around the region that would then be collected and processed 
at its factory unit by a dozen coerced migrants from eastern Europe.232  

The collective impact of cases like these is that we now have a situation in which only half of UK adults 
believe that “most charities are trustworthy”.233 In addition, the activities of mega-philanthropists have 
also been drawing ire. The media has rightly challenged the hypocrisy of ultra-wealthy businesspeople 
such as Jeff Bezos (Amazon) launching philanthropic foundations funded by profits generated by 
undermining workers’ rights and undercutting the competition by using complex accounting structures 
that result in reduced tax bills.234  

When charities misbehave the concept of charity itself is sullied by association. Within the public 
imagination it is less the image of particular household name charities that needs to be improved, rather, 
the core idea of charitable giving needs to be rehabilitated. This cannot be achieved through an 
expensive PR drive. Such an approach would be entirely inappropriate as it would perpetuate practices 
that are at the heart of the problem. It is the nature of the relationship between the donor, the charitable 
intermediary and the ultimate beneficiary that requires substantial reconsideration and transformation. 
One promising place to look for the seeds of this change already emerging is in the movement known 
as Collective Giving.  

The essence of Collective Giving is to provide a means through which compassionate people looking 
for an opportunity to express their giving in ways that are more engaged and relational than the existing 
model of “giving to charity” affords. As the name suggests Collective Giving involves them forming 
groups in order to pool their money and act collectively. In this way they can also overcome previously 
referenced problem of ‘capacity’, that is not having sufficient personal resources to feel like their 
contribution makes a difference. Recognising the power of strategically giving away money to bring 
about change is at the heart of the groups. As such, group members tend to show a heightened concern 
about the potential for their money to be absorbed by high overhead costs, especially in larger charities 
and NGOs. These groups are interested in impact, not institutions, in the ends, not the means.  
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Collective Giving can be considered a social movement in the sense that it involves self-organising 
groups of people who are working towards very similar aims and outcomes and yet are widely dispersed, 
growing organically, and not owned or led by a central organisation. The basic organisational unit 
within the Collective Giving movement is a small group of people (typically 5-20) generally known as a 
Giving Circle, or sometimes Giving Group or Chapter.235 The groups may be entirely independent or 
may belong to one of the various Collective Giving networks that have sprung up in recent years. 
Academics studying the Collective Giving movement refer to these networks as hosts.  

In Britain Collective Giving is not well known at all, even by those working in the charity sector. Most 
of what we do know is from the research undertaken by Beth Breeze of the Centre for Philanthropy at 
the University of Kent. Working together with global expert Angie Eikenberry of the University of 
Nebraska she has published a number of insightful studies.236 Their work has located around 100 Giving 
Circles based in the U.K. and Ireland of which more than 80 per cent have commenced since 2010. 
The scene continues to evolve with new groups continually being created. Whilst the numbers may 
seem small their significance should not be underestimated. Data from the USA shows how quickly 
Giving Circles can multiply once they begin to capture the public imagination. The first ‘landscape 
study’ of Giving Circles in the USA, undertaken in 2004, found 220 Giving Circles. By 2016 this number 
had risen to over 1800 groups raising and distributing an estimated $1.29 billion.237  

 

4.4 The Growth Of Giving Circles 

The purely pragmatic rationale of pooling donated money is not the only driver for members joining 
Giving Circles. There is considerable evidence that their growth is at least in part driven by a collectively 
felt desire to do charity differently. Giving Circles are ‘indicative of a transformation in the way ordinary 
people are attempting to address community problems through giving and volunteering’; they enable 
people to ‘do something charitable in their own way and in the context of their busy lives’ and they are 
‘a response to and reflection of larger changes taking place more generally in an individualized, risk 
society’.238 It is apparent that people are joining Giving Circles ‘to make their giving more meaningful 
and personal, to make better giving decisions, to network and socialise, and to achieve social change’.239 
This is combined with evidence that Giving Circles seem to be growing as an ‘alternative to mainstream, 
professionalized, and bureaucratic philanthropy’.240 Indeed, there seems to be something baked into the 
ethos of Giving Circles which is ‘anti-big, anti-bureaucratic and anti-impersonality, favouring 
experience over expertise while reaffirming the traditions of community, neighbourhood, spiritual 
values, and self-reliance’.241 

A 2017 study of the growth of Collective Giving in Australia describes group characteristics as being 
‘donor-initiated rather than driven by a charity, comprised of people who pool their individual 
donations and collectively decide how and where the funds will be dispersed’.242  This same study also 
recognised ‘an educational and/or community building component’ resulting in ‘democratised and 
engaged giving’ and a ‘more hands-on and connected relationship with causes and beneficiaries’. This 
emphasis on enhanced engagement with charities and causes is seen to ‘align with a contemporary move 
by donors away from the traditional model of ‘cheque-book philanthropy’.243  
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The phrase ‘democratizing philanthropy’ is commonly used with reference to the Collective Giving. 
This can be understood in two different ways. Firstly, the movement is democratic in terms of who it 
attracts and includes – often women, the young, middle-earners or the less well-off, and people from 
diverse ethnic backgrounds. To use a contemporary idiom, the movement is anything but pale, stale and 
male.  Secondly, the movement is democratic in terms of decision-making. It is a defining characteristic 
of Giving Circles that the group makes collective decisions about whom its pooled money will be 
distributed to. Some groups use voting, others reach their decisions by consensus, after a period of 
deliberation and debate about opportunities and options. Researchers have noted that Giving Circles 
tend to prefer funding smaller organizations, cutting edge projects or hard-to-fund niches.244 Breeze 
reports that most of her interviewees  

were adamant about Giving Circles NOT supporting “mainstream” national charities, and in particular 
non-human focused charities. The Donkey Sanctuary, for example, came up in several interviews as the 
type of charity a giving circle would not support.245 

Reviewing the literature available there is agreement that Giving Circles will always have at least three 
essential ingredients:  

• Members contribute their own personal finances  
• Members have opportunity to interact with one another, usually face to face 
• Members have a democratic involvement in making giving decisions  

Research in the USA suggests participation in Giving Circles influences members to give away larger 
amounts of money, to give more strategically, and to give to a wider array and number of 
organisations.246 Eikenberry conducted 29 interviews with members of UK-based Giving Circles in 
2013 and found exactly the same: ‘members gave significantly more per month than similar donors who 
were not in a giving circle, and more than three-quarters said that their giving had increased’.247 Surveys 
and interviews with members of Giving Circles have yielded some fascinating insights into their 
outcomes. The 2017 study of members of Giving Circles around Australia showed that:  

• 74% learnt more about evaluation and assessment 
• 67% gained a greater awareness of community needs 
• 66% experienced a longer-term commitment to giving, and 
• 70% increased or substantially increased the amount they give.248 

 

Beyond the obvious financial outcomes there is an educational element to belonging to a Giving Circle. 
Over time, indeed sometimes quite rapidly, members become more knowledgeable about charity, 
philanthropy, voluntary organizations and the wider community.249 Again, Breeze found this was true 
of UK groups as well as groups in the USA. Related to, but distinct from the educational element is a 
theme of empowerment. This is especially notable for women, who greatly outnumber men in terms of 
group participation. Eikenberry and Breeze note that ‘Many of the members of Giving Circles in our 
sample, especially those that are small and informal, have experienced some degree of empowerment, 
perhaps as a consequence of ‘doing it for themselves’.’ They add that, ‘Similar to self-help or mutual 
aid groups, the alternative ideologies offered by these Giving Circles may “promote the democratisation 
of everyday life through demystification of professional authority combined with anti-elitism”’.250  
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As the Collective Giving phenomenon is still very new it is difficult to give an account of its downsides, 
as these may only materialise as the movement matures. A few areas of concern have surfaced that 
researchers will be monitoring in the years ahead. Firstly, Giving Circles may well be limited in 
addressing larger social outcomes, in part because the relatively small sums given are in not 
commensurate with the scale of the problems being tackled. Secondly, despite a desire to give 
strategically, groups may actually do the opposite. There is certainly the potential for groups to be 
swayed by the argument of a particularly persuasive member, or simply to give their money to pet projects. 
Thirdly, more research is needed into the life-cycle of groups, as some of them seem to be short-lived, 
perhaps only lasting a year or two before being disbanded. There is a lack of longitudinal data around 
this issue but it is definitely an issue that the research teams involved have on their radar.  
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5. Four Examples 
 

Since I first put together my research proposal for the William Leech funding committee my hope in 
terms of outcome was that I might stimulate more people to try out Collective Giving. For anyone 
thinking of taking that step, it does not need to be an unguided punt into the unknown. Whilst the 
movement is still embryonic here in Britain there are several working models to be inspired by and to 
learn from. This chapter outlines four of them, each demonstrating different aspects of the new 
economic possibilities we have been discussing. None of them fully embodies the future we have been 
imagining, indeed I show how some fall short on various counts. Each however, in its own way can be 
viewed as a step in the right direction.    

The four case studies presented are based on interviews held with their founders/directors as well as 
group members. Founders/directors were asked to describe in broad terms the origin of their project, 
its vision and values, the way it works and why. Group members were asked questions about why they 
became involved and how Collective Giving differs from other forms of giving that they have experience 
of. Their feedback was also sought on the experience of meeting and talking with others about giving, 
including the experience of being part of a shared the decision-making process, that is, choosing the gift-
recipients. Finally group members, or ex-members/alumni, were asked how they feel about giving after 
being involved in a Collective Giving initiative? Do they better understand certain causes and needs? 
Do they feel any closer to the action or that they have made a difference?   

 

5.1 Common Change 

In chapter one an event was used as an example of redeeming money, a festival of Jubilee, on Wall 
Street. As the dust settled on that event its organisers, a group including Shane Claiborne plus other 
collaborators, began to ask “What next?”. Dramatic one-off events can grab attention and headlines 
but they rarely change the way that people live from day-to-day. Claiborne recalls the way they returned 
to the scriptures for a model that they could begin to live into, citing Acts 4:35 as being critical. Their 
biblical reflection was complemented by a time of leaning into the Christian traditions described by the 
Patristics, and discovering that ‘Ignatius said that if our church is not marked by caring for the poor, the 
oppressed and the hungry, then we are guilty of heresy’.251  

A number of organising principles were agreed in order to give shape to the future expression of their 
Jubilee vision. They would function as a dispersed network rather than a centralised organisation, 
adopting a structure of ‘little cells’. Each group would hold a ‘common fund’ into which members could 
regularly give, resulting in a larger pool belonging to the whole group rather than any one individual 
within it. The whole point of the common fund would be to benefit those in need – and in that sense 
the groups would be missional, looking outwards with a desire to use financial resources to overcome 
the negative effects of scarcity with the blessings of abundance. Decisions about how to best use the 
money in the common fund to meet needs would be made democratically, with an emphasis on giving 
relationally. Drawing on the language of the Covenant Economy the initiative was initially called Relational 
Tithe, later changing its name to Common Change.252  
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It is apparent that the Common Change groups bear all the 
hallmarks of Giving Circles, and yet there is no evidence 
that Claiborne and friends ever looked at the Giving Circle 
model with an intention to replicate it. Their only desire 
was to surrender their personal finances to the authority of 
the scriptures within the best traditions of the church, and a 
network of Giving Circles is what resulted. Fifteen years on 
the network has over 50 groups located in the UK, USA 
and South Africa. Over $1 million has been pooled by 
group members and given away to help people in hardship. 
It is noticeable that over time Common Change has 
changed substantially in its administration, with many of its 
core functions now automated through clever use of 
technology, including a smartphone app. However, its 
overall vision and approach has barely changed at all. It 
remains a highly dispersed network with no identifiable 
centre, pooling money and giving it away is still its core 
activity, and its anchor holds fast in the example provided 
by the early church.  

 

Since its inception Common Change has been led by Darin Petersen, one of those involved in the 
original Wall St. Jubilee event. He is someone who clearly spends time thinking deeply about the issues 
of economic injustice that Common Change inevitably finds itself tangled up in. His opening remark in 
our interview is highly provocative:  

We hold a commitment to start from the position of abundance rather than scarcity. I mean, do we 

believe that there is enough to go round – or has God created too many people? 

He is quick to turn to the scriptures to underline the point, 

In the desert Israel was given enough manna for the day. And what about the loaves and the fishes? 

Jesus says bring what you have – some bread and fish. But it is enough, there’s even a surplus.  All 

of these stories show abundance winning over scarcity. It’s what Walter [Brueggemann] would call a 

counternarrative – it’s a different story being told.  

Petersen is also keen to stress that building trust is at the heart of the Common Change groups,  

A couple of different things are going on at the same time. We are trying to understand how we as 

people trust one another. This is why it’s important to make decisions together. We have a high view 

of the body of Christ. We think that the body makes better decisions than an individual or small 

clique. There’s an issue of scale at work too. We may trust one another to make a $10 decision but 

not a $1000 decision. What does that say about trust? Is it really trust? 

That trust in financial matters is possible is down to their high emphasis on relationality, 

Charitable giving has become so transactional. The charity sector is totally over-professionalised. We 

have a lot of respect for Dorothy Day, for what she called Personalism. We have found that putting 
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relationships at the core has been extraordinarily transformational. So Common Change isn’t 

necessarily an easier way to give, it doesn't set out to be. But it does set out to be a better way to 

give. Giving should be transformational for the giver as well as the recipient. Why else would the 

bible say it’s better to give than to receive?  

 

The Common Change UK network is a relatively new addition to the Common Change global family, 
which also includes groups in Cuba and South Africa. CCUK has just a few groups up and running, in 
the North East, Manchester and London. Its first annual report shows the way in which the common 
funds associated with its groups are being distributed. Average gifts made are in the region of £150 and 
have funded diverse needs such as:  

• A party for local foster children 
• Replacing a stolen bike needed for getting to work   
• Buying a double pram for a refugee family with newborn 
• A hardship gift to single parent awaiting a Universal Credit payment 
• A new washing machine for a refugee  
• A mattress for a recently housed refugee 
• Covering the cost of a family day trip  

A noticeable pattern in the gifts is the way that the UK groups have interpreted the idea of giving 
relationally. It might be said that Common Change is involved in Relational Acts of Kindness. A principle 
known by the groups as “one degree of separation” is used, meaning that one member of the group 
must act as the proposer or advocate for the need to the wider group, based upon having some level of 
personal relationship with the person to whom the gift will be given. This relationship, however tentative 
it might be, provides a degree of insight into the circumstances of the potential gift recipient. Prior to 
gifts being released the common fund from the rest of the group discuss the proposal and take a vote, 
via the Common Change app. This process safeguards against the inherent risk of making unwise gifts 
that may not actually be helpful.  

 

Common Change groups set their own rules around how much members give into the common fund, 
and how frequently. Most groups encourage monthly giving, within an agreed range, which tends to be 
from £10 to £50. Via the Common Change app all members can check the balance in the common 
fund at any time, however, it isn’t possible to see the value of individual donations made into it. The 
growing pot prompts healthy conversations about money and giving between the members, principally 
because, in the words of one member,  

It’s like it’s burning a hole in your pocket. You don’t want the pot to pile up. You want to give it away.   

There is however a deep sense of responsibility felt for making appropriate and proportionate gifts. A 
member commented, “There is a process that is very well thought through and leads to the right 
conclusion”. Other feedback highlighted that whilst the app used in the voting process is helpful for 
making decisions,   

I prefer the face-to-face meetings rather than using the app. When we meet up there is so much joy 

found in the inclusion and interaction. Listening, discerning, praying. It feels quite adventurous.  
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Asked to expand on the experience of sharing the process of making decisions about what to do with 
the common fund one member commented, “Money is private and guarded, but I doesn't see why it 
should be”, adding that he has been able to have conversations about giving in the past, but these 
conversations, “have tended to revolve around tithing. Tithing has been something to do because I 
should be doing, or seen to be doing”. He talks effusively about a desire to be expressive and free in 
giving. “Common Change has been liberating” he remarks, going on to explain this as both new 
opportunities to give and also opportunities to have “grown-up conversations about giving.” He 
considers this to be “a more mature approach” also sharing an appreciation for the “openness to discuss 
the theology behind giving”. He then referred to a specific example, of making a gift to a young couple 
whose financial difficulties were putting a lot of strain on their relationship. “We were able to give them 
an investment of our time, along with money from the common fund”. Above all, it is this deeply-felt 
relational principle at the heart of the Common Change model that seems to set it apart.   

   

5.2 The Giving Network 

Around the UK, with particularly strong coverage in England, there are 46 Community Foundations. Each 
is regionally autonomous, whilst remaining connected within a loose network. Combined grant-making 
from the Community Foundations is in the order of almost £100 million. The Community Foundations 
are interesting within the wider landscape of charities as they frequently act as a conduit for other 
people’s money. At the heart of the Community Foundations model is effectively managing the 
resources of many small and medium-sized charitable trusts, as well as the charitable portfolios of 
philanthropists, family foundations and corporate endowments. Community Foundations have a strong 
sense of place and a desire to encourage greater generosity within their area of benefit.  

In the last few years several of the UK Community Foundations have begun experimenting with forms 
of Collective Giving. One of the first to adopt this approach was the Suffolk Community Foundation 
which has developed 3 funds, each with its own distinct purpose. Their most well-established initiative 
is the Suffolk 100: a group of Suffolk philanthropists who are passionate about Suffolk. Each commits 
£1000 per year into the pot creating a substantial and sustainable fund. A newer Women & Girls Fund 
functions as supportive network of people who care deeply about Suffolk, and want to ‘put something 
back into the community’ by supporting charitable organisations helping local women and girls in need. 
Members of this Giving Circle commit an annual donation of £500, and make collective decisions about 
grant-making. Finally, the Port Community Fund is an interesting innovation being a Giving Circle made 
up of businesses rather than individuals. From their pooled funds the PCF giving committee makes 
grants of up to £2,000 to charitable causes and groups in Ipswich, Felixstowe and the surrounding 
villages.   

In the North East of England the Community Foundation for Tyne, Wear and Northumberland has 
recently completed a pilot Giving Circle project known as The Giving Network. Drawing on the research 
published by Beth Breeze the new project adopted proven Giving Circle approaches, particularly the 
emphasis on educating members of the circle about the wide variety of charities that exist and the 
different models that they use. The pilot project has set out to appeal to a younger generation of givers, 
forging links with regional employers known to have numbers of employees in the target age range of 
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30-45 within their workforces. In this way the Community Foundation hoped to “open up 
philanthropy” to a new generation.   

Project lead Lisa Cappleman describes The Giving Network as appealing simultaneously to two groups: 
those with ‘the motivation but not the means’ as well as those ‘with the means but not the motivation’. 
Members contributed a minimum monthly gift of £30, matched pound-for-pound by the Community 
Foundation, as an incentive to recruit members. Given its long track-record and extensive network of 
relationships with charities in the region the Community Foundation has been very well placed to act 
as an introducer between the members of the circle and various charities that they might want to support 
from their pooled funds. They have also worked hard to convene the regular get-togethers of the new 
circle, accelerating the relationship-building process between members and kick-starting the essential 
conversations about how their money will be given away.  

 

One group member explained the dynamic within the Giving Circle, commenting first that “Giving is 
to some degree private and personal” therefore we “have some British cultural reserve to get over”. He 
felt that the meetings help members to get over this as “people are there because they’re interested and 
have given each other permission to talk about it”. Whilst this doesn't completely resolve the issue and 
talking about money and giving can still “feel a bit awkward” the framing “is a bit different which makes 
it a bit of an easier conversation to have”. Interestingly, for this member, the increased sense of freedom 
to talk about giving extended beyond the circle as he described having a conversation about giving with 
his brother, “which wouldn't normally happen”.  

Another group member recalled how she felt before getting involved,  

Working hard through the week and spending weekends with loved ones, really, I should have been 

content — but there was something nagging. I wasn’t helping anyone. I wasn’t part of anything. I had 

no children to care for and no real community connections… Feelings of guilt would flood my mind 

whenever I passed by volunteer groups feeding the homeless by Grey’s Monument, or a Big Issue 

seller in the rain near Central Station, or a person begging outside Greggs on Northumberland 

Street. But I never made any sort of real effort to help... I’d learnt to ignore these things, to just pass 

them by, to think it was someone else's job, to assume that the person begging would spend money 

on drugs. I was paralysed by ignorance, doubt and indecision.  

Having been introduced to The Giving Network via her employer she feels that her whole outlook has 
changed as a result of being involved, 

I have to admit, I didn’t realise the extent to which people were living in extreme poverty across Tyne 

and Wear and Northumberland. I didn’t know that there were concerning rates of suicide and self-

harm in my community. I didn’t see people from different cultures being plagued by inequality and 

living in fear of abuse. In fact, I knew more about global issues than what was going on under my 

nose, next door to where I lived and worked… What does that say about me? What does that say 

about people like me in my generation? We sit side-by-side with people affected by these community 

issues, directly and indirectly — and yet we occupy our minds with our phones, consuming media 

from across the world. We rarely ask a stranger, a member of our community, how they are or about 

their own struggles.  
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She sums up her experience as being overwhelmingly positive, and highlights that four things in 
particular that made the difference for her: 

• feeling a connection to people in need 
• knowing how your money is having an impact 
• being updated on how projects are progressing over time 
• believing that her donation is in ‘safe hands’  

 

5.3 Acts 435  

As the name suggests this charity, is inspired by the 35th verse of Acts chapter 4. Here Luke describes 
how financial gifts, such as the proceeds from the sale of property, were brought to the “feet” of the 
apostles to be “distributed to each as anyone had need”. That same principle of utilising an intermediary 
between giver and receiver is at work in this web-based initiative. The charity was the brainchild of 
Christian entrepreneur Julian Richer, who persuaded Archbishop of York, John Sentamu, to back the 
pilot project back in 2009. Archbishop Sentamu has been an enthusiastic patron of the charity ever 
since and his personal endorsement and influence have been an important factor in helping the charity 
to grow and spread.  

The operating model of the charity is to connect generous people desiring to give with those in need of 
support, whilst maintaining a veil of anonymity. This is achieved via a website powered by an extensive 
real-world network of Advocates around the country. This network of Advocates, who act as the eyes and 
ears of the charity, are Christian people with close proximity to those in need by virtue of holding some 
form of community vocation, such as a families’ worker or a debt advisor. Their regular contact with 
people in situations of financial hardship enables them to vet and submit needs to the website according 
to their own discretion, assuming that the basic Acts 435 guidelines are met.253 Whilst the needs posted 
are anonymous they quite evidently represent real people rooted in real places, which is a very distinctive 
and important feature of the mission of Acts 435.   

For example:  

Givers can browse ‘open’ 
needs by category and/or 
location i.e.  

Children + West Midlands.  

The average value of a need 
posted on the site is in the 
region of £100 and needs are 
generally fulfilled by the 
combined gifts of 5 or 6 
different givers.   

Once a need is fulfilled there is a behind-the-scenes process that ensures the money given is expedited 
from A to B, again via the Advocates, utilising the bank accounts of the churches and charities they 
work for. The final task of the Advocate is to gather a line or two of feedback from the end receiver of 
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the gift, which makes its way back to the givers via an email from Acts 435. During interview one donor 
described the way these feedback emails create a very direct sense of having made a difference saying, 
“International aid is fine but this is different… What you don’t realise is the amount of poverty that is a 
mile away from where you live”. Acts 435 therefore demonstrates that by closing the giving gap fatigued 
donors can be re-energised.    

 

Director of Acts 435, Jenny Hererra, who has been with the charity since day one, freely admits that 
combatting donor fatigue has an important driver of its mission. She believes that the standard charity 
giving model, in which the end donation of the gift is unknown to the donor, is deeply unsatisfactory to 
many givers.  

The bible says its more blessed to give than receive. That’s what we want our donors to see.  

This rediscovery of experiencing the blessing that comes with giving was confirmed in interviews with 
donors regularly using the Acts 435 online giving platform. The direct, personalised needs listed on the 
website are a key part of this. One donor felt that “too often with the big charities you do lose the sense 
of connection”. She spoke of her unease having recently responded to an emergency appeal from a 
larger charity raising funds to replace an aid truck used in distributing supplies to refugees. After 
donating she had received an ambiguous thank you message stating that the money “would be used 
where it is most needed”. The evidence then is not that Acts 435 donors have stopped giving to other 
charities, rather they speak fondly of Acts 435 bringing them “closer” to those who are benefitting from 
their generosity. 

The charity has also kept its staffing and office costs to a minimum, in order to mitigate givers’ known 
concerns about the scale of overheads in the charity sector. Donors interviewed spoke of the satisfaction 
of “knowing” and “trusting” that the money they give goes directly to the recipient, in full. One donor 
interviewed mentioned “you are not paying for admin and support costs” going on to describe having 
heard people say of other charities “have you seen the cars that the directors drive”.  

Through regular email communications, Hererra shares encouragements with the community of 
donors who are regularly involved. This also provides the opportunity to ensure that the charity tells its 
story in a way that foregrounds its Christian mission of compassion in action. Week by week, month by 
month, the very real hardship people’s lives is being ameliorated. One donor was keen to point out her 
awareness that her Acts 435 giving is not addressing the structural problems behind poverty, giving the 
example of people caught in debt-traps. She felt her giving was valuable because acts of kindness serve 
as “an encouragement to people who may face a longer journey to escape debt”. In this she felt that her 
faith is intertwined closely with her giving, citing Matthew 25:40,    

I say to you, inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these My brethren, you did it to Me. 
(NRSV) 

 

Acts 435 does not fulfil all the criteria of Giving Circles, particularly as its donors use the online giving 
platform anonymously and most do not ever meet one another. There are however twice annual meet-
ups, in York and London, which are attended by the more committed donors. Therefore Acts 435 can 
be considered as more than simple Crowdfunding. Moreover, unlike Crowdfunding initiatives, which 
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tend to involve a one-off fundraising goal, many of the givers involved in Acts 435 return again and 
again, giving to meeting many diverse needs, in some cases year after year. Whilst those giving do so as 
individuals, their gifts are cleverly pooled by the platform to ensure that needs are met through the 
combined gifts of multiple donors. Therefore, by bringing together different people and their resources 
in order to meet specific needs, that each giver has played an active decision to select, Acts 435 can be 
considered a form of Collective Giving, whilst not quite a Giving Circle.   

  

5.4 BeMore  

BeMore is a London-based initiative that serves as an example of what Beth Breeze refers to as a 
‘mentored’ Giving Circle. It was originally founded in 2009 as The Bread Tin, an initiative of social 
entrepreneur Peter West, a committed Christian who describes his motivation as,  

Fundamentally I thought we should do what Jesus did. He went and connected with people. He sat 

down and ate with Zacchaeus, who became more generous as a result.  

From its first inception BeMore (its new name following a 2016 rebrand) has been specifically focused 
on young professionals. Many of the group members are at the early stage of their City careers, some 
recently arrived in London to take on their first graduate jobs. As such BeMore has explicit aims around 
using the experience of being part of a Giving Circle to contribute to the personal formation of group 
members. Hence why its model also includes mentors placed within each group. The charity has worked 
very hard to be attractive and inclusive to people of all faiths and none. Therefore, whilst its motivation, 
as Peter describes, is rooted in the example of Jesus, there is no religious content to its activities.  

One of the interesting features of BeMore is that group members commit to give their time as well as 
their money, in a conscious effort to peel away the insulation around their lives and get closer to the 
causes that they care about. Current Chief Executive Nicolette Wolf believes that this focus around 
giving “time, talents and treasure” is important in participants developing a fuller and more personal 
understanding of generosity. Interestingly, BeMore has recently dropped its expectation that group 
members commence giving into the common fund from week one. Wolf explains that this change in 
policy was important as,  

We were finding that the £500 to £1000 buy-in was getting in the way. It was proving hard to recruit 

the unconverted.  

Of course, she isn’t using the word unconverted in its religious sense, but rather in the sense that generosity 
is an attitude of heart that comes about through a process of inner transformation. The aim of BeMore 
therefore is to help young professionals, at a time in their life when they finally have disposable earnings of 
their own, to discover the joy of giving to others rather than simply spending on themselves. Once part 
of the group and engaging in its meetings, giving into the shared pot becomes natural and an enthusiasm 
grows to build the fund so that a substantial gift, in the region of £10,000 - £20,000 can be made from 
it at the end of the experience.       

In recruiting members to its two annual cohorts BeMore is unembarrassed in recognising that their 
model of giving benefits both the giver as well as the receiver. Their marketing approach appeals directly 
to the aspirations of the younger generation:   
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BeMORE is a journey of personal discovery and transformation. You find out more about who you 

are, what your purpose is and the amazing amount you offer the world. And you experience real joy 

in giving to a charity project and seeing the amazing impact you create. 

Practically, the BeMore journey is delivered over a ‘term’ stretching several months, constituted of seven 
core sessions together that involve eating, discussions and receiving teaching from external speakers. 
The group size is 8, including 2 mentors, who are usually alumni from previous cohorts. Reflection on 
personal values forms a key part of the learning process. This is paired with more specialist support 
around how to make an assessment of the effectiveness of the charity recipient being considered: Do they 
appear to be well-managed? Are their activities really making a difference? There are also homework projects, 
involving researching causes and charities that draw the interest of members. Through a process of 
elimination, the groups seek agreement with one another about the ultimate destination of their 
common fund. This is usually a single charitable project, although on occasions there may also be one 
or two “runners up” gifts made. Over the years BeMore groups have raised over £200,000 for a variety 
of charitable causes at home and abroad.    

On the surface BeMore bears a number of similarities to The Giving Network. It has a focus upon 
recruiting and mentoring a cohort of younger givers through a time-limited programme. There are 
regular meetings with a focus on learning more about how strategic giving can affect social 
transformation. Through interviewing those involved in the two Giving Circle models one critical 
difference between them surfaced, related to the group decision-making process. The Giving Network 
sought to preserve a degree of autonomy and anonymity in decision-making, with members retaining 
power to decide the destination of their donations. BeMore appears to place greater emphasis on 
fostering debate within the group, based on the principle that once money has been given into the 
shared fund it is no longer mine but now is ours. Members of BeMore commented,     

From a very diverse starting point, we were able to find common ground in our views… There were 

some moments of fierce debate, but this just helps to show the level of engagement that each group 

member had, and how thoroughly we were analysing our chosen area of charitable giving. 

And, 

The BeMore framework guided the conversation and gave structure. For example, starting with a 

conversation about passions, what do we feel strongly about. The group mentor helped facilitate 

conversations and made sure everyone was heard. There were stronger personalities but everyone 

felt listened to.  

Talking with alumni of BeMore Giving Circles it is evident that both attitudes and behaviours around 
money have changed as a result of their involvement.   

Before being involved I wanted to give some of my work Christmas bonus to charity. I didn’t know 

who I wanted to give it to, who it would benefit most, how I would give it and whether or not cash 

was the best donation. I didn’t give that year. The next year, after being involved, I was able to ask 

myself the right questions. That year, not only did I give the money I wanted to give, I also did a 

collection so I could give more than double my original contribution. 

Another reflects, 
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I did think about charities a lot and what I’d like to do, but I’d never really been able to find a route 

to give. I can now give more intelligently, and hope to continue giving as a micro philanthropist, 

moving forwards. 

A third member of the circle was happy to share that his monthly giving has increased since being 
involved in BeMore. He described himself becoming “more engaged and attentive to how the money I 
give is being used”. He was also keen to point out that he now serves as a trustee of two charities, seeing 
this as a way of giving his skills as well as his money. This mindset of being generous with time, talents and 
treasure seems to be deeply woven into the BeMore model.   

 

251 Claiborne, The Irresistible Revolution, p.332 
252 Ibid., p.333 
253 The guidelines include: £120 max gift per person, needs are time-limited with an expiry date.  
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6. Closing Encouragements 
 

Midway through 2017 I began to sense a shift coming in the economic basis of my life and livelihood. 
My intuition was that my time working in senior management needed to come to an end. The future, 
as I perceived it, would involve some form of self-employment. As I prayed, seeking wisdom about 
whether or not this was the right thing to do, some deep feelings began to surface. In the quiet moments 
it became clear to me that I was afraid. For twenty years I had been in full time employment. How 
would I get by without a salary arriving reliably in my bank account at the end of every month? With a 
growing family to provide for and bills to pay my heart and mind rapidly filled up with what ifs. It became 
embarrassingly apparent to me that for far too many years I had been taking my financial security for 
granted. My trust had not clearly been in God, but rather in my employer, not in his abundance but in 
their cashflow.     

Facing my fears and insecurities was a humbling experience, yet at the same time liberating. My wife 
and I agreed that we would maintain all of our giving commitments, just as if I was working full time. 
Spiritually, it was an incredibly healthy thing to do. The sense of God being trust-worthy began to 
permeate my soul in a way that it never had before. Launching a business has been an adventure 
through which I have opened up my economic wellbeing to God and experienced this bringing new life 
to my faith. It has also given me a new sensitivity to the wily ways of money, and a new determination 
to ensure that I am living into God’s economic story, not mammon’s.  

 

6.1 Making A Start  

If the limitations of the prevailing mine mindset are to be challenged, and the new possibilities of ours to 
be imagined, then there is a vital part for those in church leadership to play. Firstly, those entrusted with 
the task of bible teaching need to visit the topic of money far more often. The little economy of the local 
church needs to be located within the expansive economic vision of the Kingdom of God. Properly 
ordered in this way the ekklesia ought to realise its true economic significance, and in turn discover its 
economic liberty. Secondly, the teaching should be connected to practical initiatives, some real-life 
experiments in generosity. This could be expressed as giving but also as sharing. The key is that the new 
enterprise must be a collective rather than individual endeavour. In this way, with orthodoxy and orthopraxy 
working together, a shift in both mindset and behaviour can be achieved. It is a process that might 
rightly be labelled under-mine-ing, subverting individualism and elevating common life.  

There is enormous room for innovation and all sorts of experiments in sharing and giving. Giving 
Circles are not the only way to ignite our imagination, but they are a great place to start. Their 
combination of a relational group dynamic, an outward missional orientation and an empowering 
philosophy of democratic decision-making have a proven positive impact upon their members. 
Generosity almost always increases and people in need find themselves the sudden and unexpected 
beneficiaries of relational acts of kindness. Every church has the capacity to kick start at least one Giving 
Circle tomorrow, if not several. If the church already has a structure of home groups / small groups / 
cell groups then these could immediately provide a relational context within which to get a common 
fund started.  
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Another possibility might be for two or three churches to work together to establish Giving Circles 
focused on meeting the needs of their town or village. Bearing in mind that one of the notable features 
of the Collective Giving movement is its inclusivity, a Giving Circle need not, and perhaps should not, 
restrict its membership to those within the fellowship. There is nothing to stop a church acting as host to 
the circle, then inviting local people to become part of it. And of course, churches are not the only 
vehicle within which a Giving Circle can be incubated, far from it. Groups of friends can simply get 
together and get started, with or without a host to take care of their banking and admin.  

 

6.2 Living Into The Story  

We have been reminded that the Christian faith, reaching right back into its ancient Jewish roots, bears 
witness to an incredibly important economic story. At the centre of that story is a God of abundance, a 
triune community of overflowing life and love. Scarcity quakes before the one who can “give water in 
the wilderness, rivers in the desert”.254 The divine initiative through the ages, seen particularly clearly 
in the early days of both Israel and the church, is towards the building of joyful communities within 
which there is a just circulation of goods. Our God abhors all forms of economic predation and stands 
against the selfish accumulation of wealth. Rather, his heart is full of generosity, relentless in giving;  

Therefore be imitators of God as dear children. And walk in love, as Christ also has loved us and given 
Himself for us.  
Ephesians 5:1 (NKJV)  

The daily choice then, before everyone who would follow Christ, is to choose faith over fear. Fear is 
allied with scarcity, the deception that there isn’t enough to go around. Faith assures us that there is a 
plentiful supply, because our heavenly Father is the source of all abundance. This reality is the 
foundation of the common life that we are called to build together, a life within which the limitations of 
what is mine meet the possibilities of what is ours.  

How radically rich this life is, compared with to the emaciated economics of individualism!  
How sad that the economic imperatives of our faith are so obfuscated in our time.  
How desperately we need a renewal of our economic imagination.  

Yes, money has characteristics that can be very problematic.  
Yes, money is prone to distortion under mammon’s influence.  
Yes, money stirs our fallen desires and lusts.  

All the more reason why we need to bring it out of the shadows and into the light.  
All the more reason to bring it to the foot of the cross.  
All the more reason to put it to the work of jubilee.  

 
And so finally,  

Let the one who is thirsty come; and let the one who wishes take the free gift of the water of life. 
Revelation 22:17 (NIV) 
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254 Isaiah 43:20 (NRSV)  
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